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**Acronyms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONGO</td>
<td>Conference of Non-Governmental Organisations in Consultative Relationship with the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSocD</td>
<td>Commission for Social Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSW</td>
<td>Commission on the Status of Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCF</td>
<td>Development Co-operation Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESA</td>
<td>United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSOC</td>
<td>Economic and Social Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD</td>
<td>Financing for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGO</td>
<td>Female Genital Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth World</td>
<td>Term coined by Joseph Wresinski to describe those living and extreme poverty and social exclusion in both North and South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCAP</td>
<td>Global Call to Action against Poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global North</td>
<td>Term used by the UN to describe industrialised donor countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global South</td>
<td>Term used by the UN to describe ‘developing’ countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGO</td>
<td>International Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBOP</td>
<td>Membership Based Organisations of the Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDGs</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIEO</td>
<td>New International Economic Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA</td>
<td>Official Development Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSPs</td>
<td>Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN-NGLS</td>
<td>United Nations Non-Governmental Liaison Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSG</td>
<td>United Nations Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDO</td>
<td>Women’s Environment and Development Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP</td>
<td>World Food Programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Poverty is one of the most serious issues of our time, and the major seat of the poverty eradication discourse is at the United Nations. The term participation has increasingly featured in the high level poverty discourse in recent years, as well as in development practice. However, in contrast to other identity groups, such as women, indigenous people and people with disabilities, the participation of people living in poverty in high level UN processes is not given priority. They are not seen as an identity group in their own right, rather they are subsumed into others. Furthermore, any participation is assumed to be acceptably realised at the local level, with little priority placed on the facilitation of participation in transnational or global institutions such as the UN. NGOs are assumed to be able to represent the poor, a situation which is problematic and serves to further marginalise people living in poverty. As NGOs translate and represent, they effectively silence people living in poverty.

In the absence of the poor, perceptions held by the general public and by decision makers about the poor continue to hamper the debate and restrict possible solutions. Furthermore, the exclusionary statistics-dominated language of UN debate and procedural restrictions present barriers to people living in poverty being meaningfully involved in the poverty discourse. Additionally, the overuse of statistics in these debates serves to abstract and dehumanise the poor.

This thesis makes the normative argument that people living in poverty should have a place and space at the United Nations, as do other identity groups. Their participation represents an opportunity to force the debate beyond statistics, and expose the harsh realities of ongoing suffering resulting from the world’s failure to act. Their testimony and input could provide an effective catalyst for mobilising political will. Drawing on critical theory, I argue that regular participation and testimony of the poor has the potential to pierce the political facade within which the powerful at the UN make decisions, with scant realisation of the often devastating consequences for the currently invisible poor. The conclusion drawn from this argument is that the poor must be allowed to be leaders of their own liberation and to reclaim their dignity.
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‘The greatest misfortune of all is to know that you count for nothing, to the point where even your suffering is ignored.’

– Joseph Wresinski

**Introduction**

Poverty is undoubtedly one of the most serious issues of our time. 18 million people die from causes linked to extreme poverty every year. The aid and humanitarian sector raises and spends billions of dollars annually, and many people in both the Global North and South dig deep to support poverty eradication programmes. We are often told that these efforts are working – the world’s standard of living is improving, wealth is increasing, and life expectancy is the highest ever. The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the key political framework for international efforts against poverty, are close to being met in certain countries. Political leaders frequently declare that ours is the first generation that can eradicate poverty, and the member states of the United Nations (UN) meet regularly to reassess efforts to reach the collectively agreed MDG targets to ‘eradicate’ extreme poverty and hunger. Many citizens of the Global North believe their governments are doing all they can to eradicate poverty. However, although surveys show that most US citizens believe that their government gives 20% of its federal budget in foreign aid every year, the real figure is less than half of the agreed 0.7% of GDP. In fact, only 5 Northern signatories to the MDGs have fulfilled this commitment, the world is still beset by extremely unfair trade, one third of humankind’s 50,000 daily deaths are from preventable poverty related causes, and the income gap is growing, not shrinking. While governments call for an end to poverty through the fight against corruption and increased aid effectiveness – even implementing policies that restrict aid allocation unless certain
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2 There is some debate about the validity of the term developing countries. I prefer to use Global South to represent the developing countries, and Global North to represent industrialised.
4 OECD, “Development aid rose in 2009 and most donors will meet 2010 aid targets” [http://www.oecd.org/document/11/0,3343,en_2649_34487_44981579_1_1_1_1,00.html](http://www.oecd.org/document/11/0,3343,en_2649_34487_44981579_1_1_1_1,00.html) (accessed April 17, 2010)
6 Ibid. p. 388
criteria are met\textsuperscript{7} - domestic agricultural subsidies in the Global North remain three times higher than Official Development Assistance (ODA).\textsuperscript{8} Furthermore, major natural catastrophes like the 2010 earthquake in Haiti re-ignite the ongoing debate about the usefulness of development aid. Many publicly ask why, after years of international intervention in such countries, are people of the South still so poor? Many wonder aloud whether aid dollars are being spent in the best way, suspecting corruption, greed, or inefficiency. Despite increasing international rhetoric regarding poverty, effective action towards the eradication of poverty remains negligible as the powerful resist making sacrifices at the domestic level.

The issue of poverty has been long discussed in a variety of fora, but in this generation, I suggest that the major seat of discourse is at the UN. This inter-governmental body, whose charter explicitly states as a goal the ‘economic and social advancement of all peoples’,\textsuperscript{9} serves as a high profile space for poverty eradication policy and decision making at the international level. The United Nations’ MDGs set the current framework for global partnership in efforts to eradicate poverty. Numerous resolutions, public commitments, and efforts to alleviate poverty are channelled through the United Nations system. Several departments of the UN secretariat have poverty issues as part of their mandate and various funds and agencies are charged with alleviating poverty. Several committees of the General Assembly deal with the issue of poverty, such as the Second Committee through such resolutions as the biannual resolution on the Decade for the Eradication of Poverty, and the Third Committee through the framing of poverty as a human rights issue.\textsuperscript{10} Within the Economic and Social Council, (ECOSOC) the Commission for Social Development has as its core function the consideration of the three pillars of poverty eradication, full employment and social integration, as laid out during the 1995 Copenhagen Summit for Social Development. This landmark event asserted the need for people-centred development.\textsuperscript{11} World leaders frequently meet at various United Nations Summits to discuss, review, renew or recommit to poverty eradication and to various agreements, most notably the MDGs. Hundreds of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have

\textsuperscript{7} The US government’s Millennium Challenge Account lists among its core criteria the need to ‘demonstrate a commitment to policies that promote political and economic freedom... and control of corruption.’ http://www.mcc.gov/mcc/selection/index.shtml, (accessed March 19, 2010)

\textsuperscript{8} MDGMonitor, “Developed countries' subsidies to domestic agriculture are still more than three times higher than their Official Development Assistance.” http://www.mdgmonitor.org/goal8.cfm (accessed April 17, 2010)


\textsuperscript{10} The Third committee considers a biennial resolution on extreme poverty and human rights. In 2009, it was A/RES/63/175

full-time staff at the United Nations Headquarters to intervene in the debates on poverty issues, and have considerable influence on UN processes. I therefore suggest that the issue of the poverty is entrenched at the United Nations, and that the UN serves as the core space for the development of poverty eradication policy. However, people living in poverty themselves are notable for their absence in spite of increasing rhetoric around the importance of participation of key stakeholders.

The term participation has increasingly featured in the high level poverty discourse in recent years, as well as in development practice. I suggest that in spite of a widespread recognition of the importance of the participation of people living in poverty in efforts to eradicate poverty, this is assumed to be acceptably realised at the local level, with little priority placed on the facilitation of participation in transnational or global institutions such as the UN. Governments are arguably increasing efforts to include their poor populations as actors rather than subjects of their poverty eradication initiatives. The advent of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) and increasing support for such participatory initiatives as micro-credit and co-operatives affirms this trend. At the international policy level however, such participation has not been realised. Although some NGOs have long advocated for participation and consultation with people living in poverty at the international level as well as locally, I argue that the voices of the poor are almost always seen to be validly represented by NGO delegates, frequently from non-poor backgrounds, rather than people living in poverty themselves. An increasing push to include delegates from the Global South doesn’t necessarily mean that the delegates will have an experience of poverty. Southern NGOs often resemble their Northern counterparts in terms of organisational and hierarchical structure, and representative staff have more in common with NGO staff from the North than the poor of the South. Despite the efforts of a handful of NGOs to make space for the participation of people with experience of poverty in UN processes and debates, the assumption that the poor are well represented by NGOs is pervasive, and, I suggest, problematic for the efforts to eradicate poverty. Such exclusion of the experiences and opinions of people living in poverty means that the poverty eradication discourse is framed without them. Discourse is powerful, and the language of a discourse is not used to not merely name the world; it divides it into groupings reproducing relations of power. Without people living in poverty genuinely participating in the discourse that leads to the
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15 Jenny Edkins, Trauma and the Memory of Politics, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003) p. 7 and 11
development of poverty eradication policy, these policies are more likely to reproduce the status quo than benefit the poorest members of society.

The issue of poverty is the subject of many reports, analysis, debate and resolutions. However, the experiences of those living in poverty are often not reflected in high level policy documents or economic reports. For UN staff, poverty and development experts, government representatives, and NGOs, the use of an expert language grounded in statistics has become the prevailing way to discuss poverty. In contrast, a reduction in the percentage of people living within the World Bank definition of extreme poverty has little impact upon those for whom poverty persists. What is unseen to most experts in the field of poverty is the story of real people – the mother who goes to the rubbish dump every day to work so her children can go to school; the father who walks the streets looking for work so he can bring home food to his family; the woman who refuses to be re-housed out of her cemetery home because she cannot bear to have a better life while others are left behind. While the United Nations declares an International Year, Day, or Decade for the Eradication of Poverty, spend hours in meetings to negotiate minutiae of text for UN resolutions, and its member states regularly commit and re-commit to fund poverty eradication programmes, the poor work to survive. They are all too often unseen, unrecognised, and I suggest most importantly and detrimentally, unheard.

 NGOs are culpable participants in this dynamic of exclusion. They encourage people to make regular symbolic gestures against poverty, and millions do. They demand action. They declare that they stand in solidarity with their brothers and sisters in the developing world, and implement aid projects that aim to empower and improve lives. They have a constant and visible presence in UN debates and decision making, taking advantage of their (hard fought for) place in the debate. They use their experiences working with the poor to attempt to improve policy and to put political pressure on the decision makers. As representatives of a global civil society, NGOs work to ensure that governments make decisions that improve the lives of the poor, especially women and children in developing countries. However, NGOs rarely fight to ensure that the poor represent themselves at the UN debates. Instead they more often act as a conduit for locally sourced – and therefore ‘valid’ – views in high level debates.

One impediment to the participation of the poor in these debates is that the community of the poor are not seen as an identity group in their own right. This contrasts with recognised groups such as women, people with disabilities, indigenous persons, and others who have had their right to participation recognised at the UN level. In fact, one of the core priorities of major identity groups present at the UN is that people who identify with those groups are able to participate in UN debates. This has had some success at the United Nations, with many now seen as crucial actors in
the development of these agreements, and representatives expected to be at the table when reviews and evaluations are carried out. This is not the case for people living in poverty. While it would now be unthinkable for most other ‘key stakeholders’ to be absent from discussions around issues that affect them (an outcome of much hard work over many years) the poor are frequently subsumed into these other interest groups.

In this thesis I therefore suggest that the poor are either absent altogether, have a token presence, or are deemed to be adequately represented by NGOs at the United Nations. Furthermore, and despite their best intentions, NGOs often block out the poor by attempting to represent the views of this community. They fill the space at the table in which the poor could sit. They translate and represent, and in doing so they silence. I suggest that the absence of people living in poverty exacerbates their marginalisation and compounds the oppressive nature of poverty. Furthermore, this marginalisation represents a missed opportunity to force the debate beyond statistics, and expose the harsh realities of ongoing suffering resulting from the world’s failure to act. Seizing this opportunity could provide an effective catalyst for mobilising political will, and to partially fulfil a fundamental human right of participation. This thesis argues, therefore, that the participation of people living in poverty in the debates and processes of the United Nations – at both the local and international level – is a crucial step towards the eradication of extreme poverty. Their ongoing and meaningful presence at the United Nations could force the powerful to finally see the poor in all of their humanity, and make continued inaction untenable.

As this thesis emphasises the validity of personal testimony and the importance of communicating lived experience, it is fitting to provide a sense of my own background within the field of poverty eradication. I spent several years, from 2004 to 2008, as an NGO representative to the United Nations in New York, with a mandate to find space for people living in poverty – from the global north and south – to speak for themselves, as well as for their families and communities. I encountered numerous barriers to the success of this mandate, including what I perceived to be prejudice, lip-service, and tokenism, as well as a resistance by many of the incumbent participants to the sharing of their policy space. Taking a broadly critical theoretical approach, and using the reflections of theorists such as Paolo Freire, Joseph Wresinski, Jenny Edkins and Slavoj Žižek, and the substantial literature on poverty and participation, together with my own experience making space for and accompanying people living in poverty to speak at the United Nations, this thesis will make the normative argument that people living in poverty should have a voice at the highest level of policy making. This thesis does not have the space to define this participation or to examine the inherent challenges in detail. Rather I ask the reader to use as a guide the (imperfect, but
institutionalised) type of participation now enjoyed by other identity groups, in particular women, people with disabilities and indigenous persons.

This thesis is divided into two parts. In part one, I present an overview of the poverty discourse at the United Nations, including the role of NGOs, the experiences of other identity groups and the lack of recognition of the poor as an identity group. I argue that the UN sees NGOs as valid representatives of the poor in high level debates, and has sought to address criticism of the predominance of Northern NGOs through an increased inclusion of NGOs from the south. However, this does not ensure participation of the poor themselves, rather it potentially ‘whitewashes,’ tokenises and further marginalises the poor. At the United Nations, local participation of the poor is seen as enough, whereas this is not the case for other identity groups.

In the second part of this thesis, I argue that this localisation of participation is problematic, and that the perceptions held by the general public and by decision makers about the poor hamper the debate and restrict possible solutions. Furthermore, I argue that the dominant language of UN debate, procedural realities, as well as the perceptions of the poor that are held by elites exclude them from being meaningfully involved. Additionally the overuse of statistics in these debates serves to abstract and dehumanise them. Finally, drawing on critical theory, I argue that regular participation and testimony of the poor has the potential to pierce the fragile facade within which the powerful at the UN make decisions, with scant realisation of the often devastating consequences for the often invisible poor. The conclusion drawn from this argument is that the poor must be allowed to be leaders of their own liberation and to reclaim their dignity.
1. Poverty, identity groups and representation

The question of poverty, identity groups and representation has been the subject of much academic literature, and many identity groups have successfully fought for a space and voice at the United Nations. However, the poor are often assumed to be included in other identity groups, and thus already present, or alternately seen as validly represented by NGOs. In this section I argue that the influence of NGOs in the current poverty discourse reproduces the marginalisation of the poor, and that the UN sees participation of the poor as adequately realised at the local level. I begin by giving an overview of the poverty and development discourse.

i. The poverty and development discourse

The discourse around development and aid remains a highly contested space. Currently, the main seat of this discourse is at the United Nations, with the seed of a global fight against poverty planted in the UN Charter. It contains the goal of achieving ‘international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all...’ 16 Furthermore, the founding Member States agreed to pursue ‘solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems.’ 17 How these goals are to be achieved remains the subject of much debate.

In the post-colonial era, the rapidly rising number of sovereign states required a new way of co-existing in the international sphere. 18 Thus, the institutionalisation of foreign aid was motivated by politics – power, strategic interests and the possibility of long-term economic benefits to the powerful nations as opposed to a purely humanitarian rationale. Writers such as Tomohisa Hattori note that although the rhetoric was cloaked in moral imperatives, a purely moral motivation for aid does not hold up to scrutiny. Hattori suggests that these motivations may be analysed differently by various competing theories of international relations: Realists emphasise cold war era strategic interests; Liberals focus on increasing global prosperity through international trade and the market;
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16 Charter of the United Nations and Statute of the International Court of Justice, Chapter 1, Article 1 (3)
17 Ibid. Chapter 9, Article 55 (b)
while World System theorists see aid as a smokescreen and method of reproducing the exploitation and economic domination of the peripheral states by those of the core.¹⁹

Tied to the idea of poverty alleviation was that of development. Tapping into the hopes for future prosperity of the citizens of newly independent states, ‘modernisation’ became the dominant theory of development in the early post-colonial era, offering a possibility of prosperity for all. However, many theorists have noted problems with the Modernisation paradigm. For instance, S.C. Dube recognised in the early 1980s that:

> pockets of endemic poverty persist even in the most developed societies. Violence continues to increase and the erosion of moral values no longer causes revulsion. Corruption has become a way of life and is being rationalised. If these are necessary and inevitable aspects of modernisation, the Third World would rather avoid it; but this is easier said than done.²⁰

Despite competing theories of development, the focus of the development project was predominantly on economic rather than social development. By the 1980s, this focus was reinvigorated by a growing free market orthodoxy, which emphasised the neo-liberal economic paradigm as the underpinning principle of the development discourse. This was manifested through the Structural Adjustment Policies of the International Financial Institutions.

The 1990s saw an opening up of the discourse towards human security as non-Western thinkers such as Armatya Sen and Mahbub ul Haq contributed to the debate. The 1994 UNDP Human Development Report called for the redefinition of security as human security, or rather, ‘a concern with human life and dignity,’²¹ an analysis which recognised human security as a multi-faceted, complicated concept, only partly concerning economic factors. They argued that any examination of human security should take into account the interdependent daily concerns of ordinary people, including challenges of food security, the chance to work and provide for one’s family, access to education for children, and the opportunity for good health and freedom from violence. The report notes that these are concerns which are universal, present in North and South, and are frequently affected by international factors.²²

After the major conferences and summits of the 1990s, the UN staked its place as a dominant space for the discourse around poverty eradication, as the only global mechanism for bringing the
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²⁰ S C Dube, Modernization and Development, p. 11
²² Ibid. p. 22
world’s nations together - theoretically as equal sovereign states. Although based on a principle of equal sovereignty, economic inequality between the member states of the United Nations has always been and remains stark. As the UN worked towards the goal of self-determination of the world’s peoples, and former colonies became independent and sought prosperity for their citizens, the UN was called upon to redress the global systematic and structural imbalances in accordance with its previously stated goals.\textsuperscript{23} In 1964, concern among developing countries about the fairness (or otherwise) of the international economic system saw the positing of a New Economic International Order (NIEO) which led to the establishment of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). This organisation remains active in promoting the discussion of these issues using the Global South perspective. Today, many sections of the UN family address poverty issues, including the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, the Millennium Campaign, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the World Food Programme (WFP).

In 1996, at the launch of the First International Decade for the Eradication of Poverty, Member States of the United Nations declared that ‘eradicating poverty is an ethical, social, political and economic imperative of humankind.’\textsuperscript{24} At the launch of the Second Decade for the Eradication of Poverty in 2008, they reiterated that ‘eradicating poverty is the greatest global challenge facing the world today.’\textsuperscript{25} In 2000, 189 UN Member States committed to ‘making the right to development a reality for everyone and to freeing the entire human race from want,’ resolving to ‘create an environment – at the national and global levels alike – which is conducive to development and to the elimination of poverty.’\textsuperscript{26} The subsequent Millennium Development Goals named as its first goal the eradication of extreme poverty and hunger, with the target to ‘halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day’.\textsuperscript{27} Industrialised governments committed 0.7% of GDP towards Official Development Assistance (ODA) to work towards that goal, in an effort to realise its stated commitment to ‘...spare no effort to free our fellow men, women and children from the abject and dehumanizing conditions of extreme poverty, to which more than a billion of them are currently subjected.’\textsuperscript{28} A raft of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are frequently

\textsuperscript{23} Charter of the United Nations and Statute of the International Court of Justice, Preamble
\textsuperscript{24} United Nations General Assembly Resolution, First United Nations Decade for the Eradication of Poverty, A/RES/51/178
\textsuperscript{26} United Nations General Assembly Resolution, Millennium Declaration, A/RES/55/2, para. 12
\textsuperscript{28} United Nations Millennium Declaration, para. 11
called upon by the UN to assist in fulfilling these commitments, and in fact, are more often than not, the implementers of such commitments and policies. They recognise the importance of interacting with the United Nations to affect change at the international level.

ii. The role of NGOs

Never before have so many actors worked at an international level in the fight against poverty. Government funded ODA and an increasing number of multinational and grassroots NGOs are part of a multi-billion dollar a year development industry and there are frequent partnerships between NGOs, international institutions, and governments. Poverty is regularly entering the mainstream public consciousness, with high profile economists engaging in public internet debates about the efficacy of aid, and celebrities and ordinary citizens engaging with the discussion. 

It is often stated that NGOs are at the front line of efforts to fulfil the commitments around poverty eradication. Many poverty eradication projects by the various funds and agencies - for example the UNDP and UNICEF - are implemented on the ground in partnership with NGOs, and for many donor countries, a large proportion of their ODA is channelled through NGOs. This gives NGOs a particularly informed perspective on the efficacy of development efforts and as a result, they are often invited to share this expertise at the policy level. Many NGOs commit significant resources in order participate at the UN, which has recognised their expertise formally through a process of registration, and the awarding of formal consultative status. Therefore, the dominant actors in the poverty discourse and practical programmes are the United Nations; through its secretariat, agencies and funds; governments, who fund initiatives through ODA and who design and implement projects through their national activities including PRSPs, and NGOs who both carry out poverty eradication projects and use their experience to affect policy at the national and international level. The impact of NGOs on UN processes has led to them being termed the third UN, along with Governments and the Secretariat. However, NGOs infrequently use their influence and position to ensure that the poor are present to represent themselves.

30 William Easterly and Jeffrey Sachs have had a series of often passionate debates online http://www.nyu.edu/fas/institute/dri/Easterly/SachsDebates.htm (accessed March 28, 2010)
31 Weiss et al, “The Third United Nations” p. 130
32 Ibid. p. 123
There are various types of NGO affiliations with the UN. NGOs can acquire general, special or roster consultative status through the UN Economic and Social Council which entitles them to participate in debates, albeit under strict rules and constraints, and submit written formal interventions which are distributed to member states and recorded as part of the formal proceedings. The smaller NGOs frequently lack a permanent presence in Geneva or New York and travel in an ad hoc manner to participate in relevant UN meetings. However, the larger NGOs have permanent, full-time representation, some with office resources and staffing levels that tower over the smaller member states. There is certainly a predominance of NGOs from the North participating in UN processes: in 2009, 33% of NGO representatives participating in United Nations meetings were from North America, with the second largest group (23%) coming from Europe. As of 2010 there were 3,052 NGOs holding consultative status with the United Nations; a marked increase from the original 41 that were granted status at the establishment of the UN – NGO formal relationship in 1946. Recent UN reports emphasise the importance of member states and the UN system working with Civil Society. The UN appoints NGO focal points in most Secretariat departments, and the UN Non-Governmental Liaison Service (UN-NGLS), which is funded by various UN departments and several governments, also works to facilitate NGO relationships with the various parts of the UN.

However, NGOs often have to re-assert their right to contribute substantively to UN processes, and the relationship between the UN and NGOs is often challenging. The high profile Cardoso Report of 2004 noted that for many, ‘the United Nations remains rather opaque, uncommunicative, poorly informed about local civil society dynamics and unwilling to consult or engage except to recruit implementing partners after strategies have been agreed upon.’ Yet the same report, commissioned by the UN Secretary General to reflect upon the changing nature of UN and Civil Society relations, also noted the crucial role of the United Nations as ‘the convener, facilitator and provider of a “safe space” for actors to debate and decide on courses of action for reaching global
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targets. Meanwhile, NGOs continue to invest in the United Nations as the major seat of poverty discourse.

Arguably the main context for NGO advocacy concerning poverty in the last decade is that of the MDGs. Although much of the promised action and funding towards the MDGs has not been forthcoming, the rhetoric is still strong and governments are facing pressure from their citizens, mobilised by international NGO coalitions such as the Global Call to Action against Poverty (GCAP), and the Millennium Campaign, which is a member of the UN system. Many NGOs also work on cross-cutting issues that affect the success of the MDGs, such as unfair trade rules, developing country debt, gender, and climate change.

The NGOs that have a presence at the UN come in all shapes and sizes and differ markedly according to their history, funding, country of origin, perspective, focus, organisational structure, mission, reputation and credibility, expertise and constituency. They range from social movements that are organised and run by their constituents, through to multi-national organisations that operate much like corporations, i.e. with a centralised management system, a strong hierarchy, and professional staff. They are able to influence the development of reports, policy and UN resolutions directly at the UN, although some do so more effectively than others. For instance, the Cardoso report noted the generally recognised ‘imbalance between the voices of Northern and Southern actors in international policy forums,’ and the importance of involving NGOs from both North and South. It also emphasised that

...policy-making can be more effective when all parties are on board, particularly across the North-South divide. This is not just about tapping different capacities — it is about exchanging perspectives, building respect for different types of experience and knowledge and recognizing the power of diversity, the power of gender, region and culture.

However, the report mainly recommended this strengthening of UN interaction with civil society at the country as opposed to the international level.

The Cardoso report also suggested that the UN look beyond the prevalent international development NGOs and broaden the range of groups and organisations able to intervene in UN meetings. In recent years this recommendation has been adopted, and a variety of stakeholders are
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often able to register as observers at events without being affiliated with an NGO that has consultative status. However, such changes do not necessarily make it easier for people living in poverty to contribute, because for such vulnerable groups to participate they usually require the support of an NGO. The report noted this difficulty, highlighting the possible misuse of the term ‘partnership’, which implies an equality between the parties that is rarely realised. It suggested that actors from the Global South often felt disadvantaged because they lacked the access to networks, information and resources more readily accessible to the larger Northern-based organisations. It is a frequent refrain amongst Southern NGOs that those from the North are able to monopolise access to Northern-situated institutions such as the UN. Warren Nyamugasira urges that Southern NGOs must also ‘be afforded unrestricted access into these enclaves of power so that they can engage with the relevant actors directly. Ultimately, the people must represent themselves...’

The Cardoso report also made concrete suggestions for a different way at looking at participation, including

small, informal, high-level roundtable forums to allow real exchanges of experience and avoid entrenched positions. Participants would be world specialists, leaders of communities most directly affected and ministers or top officials from a range of countries. They would inform and be informed by global public opinion and experience.

However, it is important to note that this list of possible participants does not include the poor themselves – the closest it comes to suggesting their inclusion is to mention leaders of affected communities. I suggest that there is an assumption that the poor are able to be represented by NGOs from the South and have the ability to participate in their local communities. This leads to a blurring of geographical origins and poverty status which is, in effect, is a false consciousness – that the participation of the poor can be realised by the participation of Southern NGOs, or at the local level. This thesis argues that neither of these forms of participation is, by itself, true participation of the poor and that this exclusion results in further marginalisation of people living in poverty.
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iii. Identity groups and participation at the United Nations level

Many UN events and conferences now recognise the importance of stakeholder participation. Identity groups have worked for decades in order to be recognised by the United Nations as essential stakeholders and necessary participants in the debates that concern them. There are numerous examples of this, some of which I will highlight below.

People with disabilities were intimately and actively involved at all levels in the process leading to the 2006 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Working under the slogan ‘nothing about us without us,’ a coalition of persons with disabilities organised on an international scale and was integral to the development of the Convention. The process is often held up as an example of best practice in terms of participation, with Arlene Kanter suggesting that the ad hoc committee process was the most inclusive in the history of the UN. Extensive effort was made to ensure the participation of people with disabilities, including practical changes to the UN buildings, such as the installation of ramps.

Similarly, indigenous people played a crucial role in the drafting and adoption of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples that was passed in 2008 after two decades of effort. Claire Charters notes the importance and validity of this participation, finding that ‘the ultimate Chair of the Working Group on the Draft Declaration submitted a text... that reflected both consensus and compromise provisions between indigenous peoples and states.’ She also found that before being presented to the UN General Assembly for a vote of adoption, the text was given final approval by representatives of indigenous groups who were present at the UN. This recognition of the importance of the participation of such groups is reinforced by the enduring structure of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, which has indigenous people from each region sitting on its organisational bureau on an equal footing with Governments.
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Finally, women have been considered essential actors in policy making since the proliferation of major conferences of the 1990s. The UN system now recognises the importance of women participating in decision-making at the international and national level, and has requested governments to ensure men and women are equally represented in all conferences, committees, and international bodies. The annual ECOSOC Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) sees an influx of women from many countries, taking their place at the podium and intervening in a variety of discussions and debates at the United Nations. At the first meeting of the CSW in 1946, all fifteen government delegates were women and in the present day, both the government and NGO delegations participating in the CSW are dominated by women. In fact, the majority of NGO delegates participating in all UN meetings are women, representing 61% of the total.

I suggest, however, that the importance placed on participation of women at the UN does not extend to a serious reflection on the ‘type’ of women present. This occurs despite NGOs frequently citing the predominance of women among the ranks of the poor as evidence for the importance of women’s participation in UN processes. I suggest that there is still a substantive absence of women with experience of poverty at such events, in spite of recent allusions to the importance of participation of women from the Global South. This is what I refer to as the failure to use background as a criterion for participation. An illustrative example is the reaction to the recent appointment of a High Level Advisory Board on Climate Change Financing by the UN Secretary General. In March 2010, a campaign was launched by the Women’s Environment and Development Organisation, (WEDO) urging the Secretary General to include a woman on the panel. Arguments justifying the need for a female member included that ‘(w)omen still make up the poorest of the poor, have unequal access to land, loans, education and resources, and are underrepresented in decision-making bodies’ and crucially that ‘(w)omen and men feel the impacts of climate change differently, and women and men both have capacities, expertise and roles to play in responding to
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the threats of climate change effectively and efficiently.\textsuperscript{59} There is a clear suggestion that only a woman can represent the experiences of women. However, WEDO did not nominate a woman with experience of the poverty, despite it being a central justification for the campaign. Instead, the 11 suggestions included Heads of State, economists, UN Under-Secretary Generals, and senators. The nominees appear to have been selected based on their expertise or status, with gender rather than their background being the key factor. Again, the poor were not consciously sought out to participate.

It is clear that UN member states consider the participation of key stakeholders in all of the aforementioned groups important, and that they recognise them as necessarily part of each stage of the decision making process of the UN. Many of these ‘identity groups’ include a disproportionate number of people living in poverty and are frequently mentioned in literature and resolutions about poverty. It is often noted that ‘persons with disabilities are disproportionately represented among the world’s poor.’\textsuperscript{60} Similarly, there are frequent references to the ‘widespread feminization of poverty’\textsuperscript{61} and many resolutions that deal with poverty include phrases such as ‘especially women.’\textsuperscript{62} ECOSOC debates often focus on key groups, noting, in 2007, that ‘decent jobs, especially for women and youth, provide the strongest link between economic growth and poverty reduction.’\textsuperscript{63} Furthermore, the 2008 resolution extending the mandate of the Independent Expert on Extreme Poverty requests that she

\begin{quote}

\textit{pay particular attention to the situation and empowerment of women in extreme poverty, applying a gender perspective in his or her work (and) pay particular attention to children living in extreme poverty, as well as to the most vulnerable groups, including persons with disabilities who live in extreme poverty.}\textsuperscript{64}
\end{quote}

However, these groups could not to be said to represent the totality of people experiencing poverty. Poverty also affects boys, able bodied people, non-indigenous, and men. The assumption that the participation of women, people with disabilities or indigenous populations in UN processes

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{63} United Nations Human Rights Council Resolution 8/11 Human rights and extreme poverty, (2h) 18 June 2008 (accessed April 18, 2010)
also means that the poor are present, may therefore be a further, unrecognised, source of their omission. To most, ‘the poorest comprise neither a class nor an identity grouping, and do not easily gain representation within either old or new movements’. Such thinking has implications for the eradication of poverty, as the poor are bound to be frequently absent from consideration as decision makers focus on other groups.

In contrast, Joseph Wresinski understood the poor as a separate identity group, using the phrase ‘Fourth World’ to describe people who are marginalised and living in extreme poverty and social exclusion, whether in the North or South. Challenging the dominant focus on poverty in developing countries as being a result of a state-level economic poverty, Wresinski reminded us that poverty also exists in affluent countries. Taking a human rights approach, he noted that:

> the world is not, as we had thought, divided into countries where human rights prevail and countries where they are less fully, or not yet, respected. The extreme poverty which has resurfaced in rich countries where its existence had been forgotten is now understood as a systematic violation of all fundamental human rights. There are therefore serious infringements of human rights in every country, which are not accidental but inherent in the way people organize their lives in the national and international community.

Thus, Wresinski situates poverty alongside gender, disability and indigeneity as the basis for forming a transnational identity group.

This clear positioning of the issue of poverty at the transnational rather than local, or even personal, level is a concept which I suggest is counter to the current discourse around poverty. Wresinski asserts that the very poor are a community, a people united by the similar challenges that they face due to their poverty, even if they are not often able to come together to recognise their commonalities. Speaking of his experience of living in a French emergency housing camp in the late 1950s, he described how the term Fourth World was coined by the residents, born of solidarity with others around the world who experienced the dehumanising reality of extreme poverty. ‘The very poor revealed to me the day-to-day realities of life which unite them across cultures and continents and which mean that they all live as outlaws, everywhere.’
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dehumanisation and violation of human rights rather than an economic deficit is a way to understand the commonalities of the poor of all countries. Even though poverty may manifest itself in different ways in different countries and communities, and affect certain groups to a varying extent and in diverse ways, the core experiences are essentially the same – insecurity, exclusion and dehumanisation.

Furthermore, Wresinski described the poor as being forced to:

*slip from an identity that is already negative to a kind of non-identity, an administrative non-existence, the disappearance from every register, every set of statistics. Human beings, whole families then take on the appearance of ghosts: they have been seen somewhere, but nobody remembers where exactly nor how many they were. For them it is the end of all hope of still being among those who once proclaimed themselves to be “we the peoples of the United Nations” that international community which chose the achievement of human rights as its ultimate goal. The loss of identity also sounds the death knell of any hope that, because one exists in the eyes of the world, one may join forces with others, in order to fight for ones rights together. The poorer people are, the more they are deprived of the right to inhabit the earth, and the more they need to join forces across continents. Yet, unfortunately, the poorer they are, the fewer rights they have, the less free they are to unite in common struggle. Without identity, they are deprived of a history of their own and excluded from the history of their people. They are prohibited from belonging to any group which, in the name of its past and present history, would have a common goal to pursue in the future.*

It is clear, therefore, that to focus only on the need for participation of women, people with disabilities, youth, and indigenous – even though they figure strongly in poverty statistics – is bound to leave the development of policies for the eradication of poverty wanting, further excluding those who are left out of such groupings.
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iv. People living in poverty and participation at the UN level

People living in poverty face many barriers to participation at the United Nations including: lack of proactive inclusion by the organisers of Commissions, debates and events; challenging and/or exclusionary procedural norms; the perceived need to keep the debate objective and policy-focused - a difficulty for speakers who have an intense personal experience of the issue being discussed; and the perceptions held by decision makers about the poor.

The Commission for Social Development (CSocD) provides the main space for non-state actors to intervene in the discussion about poverty at the UN level. While it is considered necessary for relevant key stakeholders to be ‘at the table’ at other Commissions and events, the poor are considered differently and are striking in their absence in this forum. As the Commission for Social Development is a functional Commission of the Economic and Social Council, NGOs with formal consultative status are able to submit written interventions and to participate in the oral debate. They are also very active in the organisation of various side events on relevant topics. However, I suggest that the participation of people living in poverty is not seen as a priority by the UN Secretariat or bureau. There is no stated imperative – as is the case with other functional Commissions such as the Commission on the Status of Women – for the key stakeholders to participate, except through their representative NGOs. If people living in poverty attend and participate, it is usually initiated by a small number of NGOs, and confined to parallel events and the Civil Society Forum which, although held inside the UN building, are not part of the official programme of work.

I therefore suggest that the UN system and member states see the participation of NGOs as being a valid substitute for the participation of people living in poverty, in contrast with other identity groups. This results in a marginalisation and silencing of the poor. Furthermore, I have proposed that the lack of participation of people living in poverty is partly rooted in the failure to recognise people living in poverty as a ‘people’ or an identity group in their own right. Although Brackning and Hickey are speaking of the domestic level when they emphasise the political powerlessness of the poor because ‘neither the poor nor the poorest are a specific political constituency; they constitute neither a class nor any other form of “identity” group based on shared
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at the international level, the consideration of the poor as an identity group is even more diluted.

There have been attempts in recent years to include the voice of Civil Society in High Level meetings in which participation is normally restricted to Member States. However, consistent with the perception that NGOs are representative of people of living in poverty, efforts to include alternative voices have generally focused on encouraging NGOs from the South, with limited consideration of their organisational structure or membership base. These perceptions play a significant role in whether the input of people with experience of the issue being discussed is heard, taken seriously, or disregarded. For example, when the 2005 High Level Plenary Meeting to review the implementation of the MDGs held informal hearings with Civil Society in June of that year, the UN General Assembly President established a ‘Civil Society and Private Sector Task Force’ to assist in the selection of speakers and participants for the hearings. The hearings were held within the UN buildings and organised into four clusters, addressing the issues of security, poverty, dignity and UN reform, with most sessions featuring the cross-cutting issue of poverty and inequality. A number of representatives from UN member states were present at each hearing, and for many present in the room – including myself – an exchange between an NGO participant and member state representative served as a reminder of the often differing understandings and perceptions between the two groups.

Ms Alma Bulawan from the Philippines Coalition Against Trafficking in Women, participated in the hearings under the cluster titled ‘Freedom from Fear.’ Speaking towards the end of the session, she made a statement about the importance of good policy to combat trafficking and prostitution and the need for support for women who find themselves trapped in these circumstances. Speaking on behalf of her organisation, she noted that such activities were rooted in economic inequality and that most women caught in this situation faced a significant stigma, necessitating policy solutions to
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enable them to reintegrate into society. Calling on the United Nations to ‘address the trafficking and prostitution at the global and national level’\textsuperscript{75} she requested that the UN undertake such initiatives as reintegration support and job opportunities. As she finished her statement – which clearly had a strong significance for her – she began to cry, managing at the end to highlight a ‘collective hope for freedom from fear, freedom from violence and freedom from prostitution.’\textsuperscript{76}

Once Ms Bulawan had finished speaking, the meeting Chair invited government representatives to respond. The Representative of Chile began by noting that he was not reading from a prepared statement, and said, in part:

\begin{quote}
In a spirit of interactive debate I would like to express the feelings that I have felt during this morning’s debate. It’s important to bring the dimension of emotion into this building. I’m not saying it’s always absent but it’s perhaps not the better emotions that prevail in our debates and our discussions. Bringing emotion into multilateral work is a good antidote to the cynical attitude that stands just outside the door of every diplomat’s office. If we were cynical we would look coldly at some of the topics that we see on our agendas and we would look on people’s situations, families as just numbers, as statistics... But those children and their mothers have faces, they have names, they have feelings and they have lives... But the United Nations remains a political forum, and while it is true that in moments such as this, we have to experience emotion, we have to acknowledge it, we have to look at the raw reality as it is, the perception of the reality and its raw brutality is not enough. An intergovernmental political forum such as us can only handle what can be handled. Politics is the art of the possible. We organise our work, we focus it within rules of procedure, within a context, within systems with an insistence for human conviviality. Good neighbourliness is ruled by law and rules of behaviour whether this be states, societies, groups, families. Now, what am I getting at?

An intense therapy session is not enough to solve problems. Each and every one of us has to shoulder his or her share of responsibility. Non-governmental organisations also have their share of responsibility. And their responsibility is to help us... But this is something that has to be built and structured on something more than just emotion. We need concrete proposals. We need possible proposals. We need ideas that are important and that have to be addressed...
\end{quote}
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So please never lose touch with your emotions, never lose touch with your sense of dedication, But please make sure that all the realism and pragmatism is there too so you actually get results.  

After a long session of fairly dry NGO statements, the speaker was clearly reacting to Ms. Bulawan’s emotion, and I suggest that in his preoccupation with her passion, he failed to hear her well-prepared concrete policy suggestions.

The Representative of Cameroon had a rather different focus in responding shortly thereafter, stating that:

...human beings must remain at the centre of all our concerns. The Representative of Chile talked about emotion. He talked about it quite rightly and with very evocative words. Yes, emotion is necessary, emotion should be taken into account in the statement that we’re working on towards this coming September. I think that the best image, the one that I will keep is the image of Miss Alma Bulawan just a few moments ago at the end of her statement, a statement she was really unable to finish, but I think that her message was one that can leave no one indifferent, a message that was heard by all.

I argue that the understandable emotion present in the voice of Ms Bulawan affected the perception of her statement by these two decision-makers. For one, it seemed to be a barrier to his consideration of the policy recommendations, and for the other, it was a striking reminder of the seriousness of the issue. Although hers was not a direct testimony, her obvious connection to the issue significantly impacted the way her statement was perceived by the policy makers that were present.

An additional barrier to genuine participation of people with experience of poverty lies in procedural preferences. During his opening statement, the chair of the Civil Society Hearings requested that the participants avoid reading from scripts, but rather react and respond to other speakers. While this kind of interactive and spontaneous debate would be preferable, it is in direct contrast to the standard UN debates in which government representatives read lengthy prepared statements that usually fail to have any connection to the previous speakers. For non-professionals such as people living in poverty, this requirement can be overwhelming as people living in poverty
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are less likely to be experienced in public speaking and complex and theoretical discussions. The United Nations presents a particularly intimidating environment. Even seasoned NGO representatives may find it challenging to make statements off the cuff, with many depending on pre-formulated statements. I suggest that in an attempt to create an interactive debate, the request from the Chair created a barrier to participation of people living in poverty as serious as the absence of ramps to wheelchair users. In addition, these hearings were held months before the High Level inter-governmental event, which also demonstrates the marginalisation of these voices. Although the hearings showed some attempt to include NGO voices in the high-level debate, it remains symptomatic of the exclusion of people living in poverty.

This marginalisation was also evident in September 2008, during a High-Level event that brought together Heads of State in an attempt to renew commitment to the MDGs. The event, held at UN Headquarters in New York, only allowed six UN-selected ‘representatives’ of Civil Society—three from the North and three from the South—to formally participate in the roundtables, and few NGO observers were allowed into the meetings. In response, a major NGO coalition, the Global Call to Action against Poverty, organised ‘Poverty Hearings’ outside the UN buildings. These hearings involved people living in poverty from several countries who were given the opportunity to testify to their experiences and make policy recommendations to a panel of experts, led by Mary Robinson, the former UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. Several pre-selected prominent persons had agreed to share these recommendations at the High-Level event. Although it could be suggested that participation of people living in poverty was realised in this case, their interventions were confined to a space across the road from the United Nations and they were subsequently represented by high profile people who were already active and respected within the UN system. There was an attempt at a gender and geographical balance in the representatives, and Ela Bhatt from India was able to speak on behalf of the hearings at the High Level meeting. However, the fact that the poor had to be represented by these eminent people in order to be heard in the UN meant that again, the voices of people living in poverty were symbolically and actually marginalised. The efforts of the UN system to include key stakeholders through the involvement of NGOs and
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through representation by eminent persons demonstrates that the poor are seen as effectively and legitimately represented by NGOs or others, in contrast to other identity groups.

There are repeated examples of such marginalisation that continue today, such as in the run up to the ten year review of the MDGs, which are being held in September 2010. The terms of reference for the taskforce who select participants for the Civil Society Hearings have again failed to specifically call for participation of organisations that represent the poor. Instead they are only asking that they ‘represent all key geographical regions; are able to speak on behalf of a large constituency or network; and are gender sensitive and gender balanced.’ Once more the poor are substituted by and equated with anyone from the developing world and/or women.

v. NGOs and their perceived representation of the poor

The issue of representation and NGOs has been the subject of much debate and discussion at the United Nations. I argue that at the UN, people living in poverty are perceived to be legitimately represented by NGOs, resulting in a lack of targeted facilitation of the participation of this group in UN debates and processes. This results in the absence of the poor from the development of poverty eradication policy at the highest level.

As noted earlier, the right of NGOs to participate at the UN has long been a contentious issue, and NGOs are quick to respond to any potential weakening of their influence. NGOs have expressed concern that the renovations of the UN Headquarters in New York meant that the space to host NGO events was limited, and access to the main conference rooms restricted. Many reacted strongly to the Cardoso Report recommendation to broaden the concept of NGOs to that of Civil Society, suggesting that this was an attempt to dilute NGO influence and to increase involvement of the private sector, including the interests of powerful multi-national corporations that often conflict with the human rights agenda. NGOs frequently see themselves as the valid representatives of ‘the people’, in juxtaposition with the private sector and even with UN member states.
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However, NGO claims to a monopoly on representation of excluded or marginalised groups are increasingly contested as concerns grow about the dual role of development practitioners presenting themselves as both advocates for the poor as well as distributors of aid or other benefits. Furthermore, there is a growing recognition that the inequalities found in regular societies are also often replicated in NGOs, and the second hand nature of the messages given by many NGOs is problematic. I argue that these messages are often filtered and distorted in order to suit the context of the debates or meetings at the UN level, as well as to serve the strategy and message of the individual NGOs.

Membership-based organisations of the poor (MBOP) are less influential at the UN than conventional NGOs that act as both advocates and benefactors. MBOPs can be defined as ‘organizations whose governance structures respond to the needs and aspiration of the poor because they are accountable to their members,’ and the poor themselves are able to have a voice, free from the power dynamic within NGOs. Such a situation is crucial for the eradication of poverty and reduction of inequality.

A recent publication of the Non-Governmental Liaison Service (NGLS) recognises the special nature of smaller and more grassroots NGOs, calling for increased participation of such groups. Noting the imbalance of influence between the larger, professional NGOs and smaller grassroots organisations, it states that the UN ‘needs the direct input of people’s movements – as distinct from NGOs – in order to ensure that the policies it adopts and the programmes it implements incorporate the insights and proposals of those they are intended to support.’ As such, it makes a clear argument that most NGOs are not interchangeable with vulnerable groups and that the facilitation of their input requires a particular consultative dynamic. Although NGOs have an important and some would say crucial place in UN processes, this recognition of the special requirements of vulnerable groups is crucial. In fact, other research suggests that the international policy environment can be ‘downright hostile’ to membership-based organisations of the poor, as their
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views may present a challenge to the macro-level perspectives of policy makers, as well as threaten existing local power structures.\textsuperscript{94} Therefore it seems that genuine participation of the poor faces two main challenges: the existing under-representation of membership-based organisations of the poor,\textsuperscript{95} and the domination of the policy space at the UN by large NGOs.

The UN hosts many large INGOs,\textsuperscript{96} with several dominant players having a considerable effect on UN debates, both overtly and through work behind the scenes. Many make a significant financial investment in their UN work, using professional staff to build contacts and gain influence with key decision makers. I suggest that the larger NGOs enjoy a dominant and influential space in the discourse around poverty, and inadvertently, those NGOs who may be argued to be more representative of the poor, such as NGOs or MBOPs that give the poor greater voice within their organisational structure, are frequently drowned out.

Kerstin Martens, in her analysis and comparison of the impact of several large NGOs at the United Nations, concludes that NGOs are not merely influential participants in the international sphere, but have actually ‘been integrated into the UN framework’.\textsuperscript{97} Those that have the capacity to have both permanent and professional representation at the UN are likely to have more influence on UN decision-makers,\textsuperscript{98} and these NGOs tend to mirror the Security Council in that they are generally from the states that won the Second World War.\textsuperscript{99} Marten finds that the limitations that apply to smaller NGOs’ interactions in the UN system mean that, on their own, ‘increased opportunities for activities with the UN and the correlating greater participation of NGOs does not necessarily lead to a more balanced representation of civil society in international affairs, as normative approaches often imply.’\textsuperscript{100}

Furthermore, Martens’ study finds that the most successful advocacy NGOs are the centralised and hierarchical ones, as they devote significantly more resources than federative NGOs to their UN activities.\textsuperscript{101} I would argue that these more successful, centralised, and large organisations are least likely to take their ongoing planning and focus for advocacy from their constituents or members, and therefore can be argued to be less representative of the poor.
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As NGOs have much to gain from the status and legitimacy that interactions with the United Nations confer, they also have something to lose, a concern which potentially restricts their advocacy actions. The fear of losing status can impact on the behaviour of NGOs and the threat of losing it may constrain their role as advocates for the poor. I suggest that the smaller or more grassroots NGOs, which I have argued better represent their constituents – including the poor – are less likely to have the connections and resources to mobilise support for themselves. They are, therefore, more at risk of losing their status, or being marginalised should their advocacy be unwelcome.

A further problem is the potentially distorting mix of charity and advocacy within many NGOs. Increasingly, charity-based NGOs are recognising that societal change is necessary to support grassroots efforts to help people living in poverty. Such social change necessitates greater interaction with decision making bodies at the national and international level. Thus, many NGOs now have a dual purpose - that of charitable works as well as advocating for the subjects of their charity. However, theorists have alerted us to the dangers of combining these two activities. Joseph Wresinski highlighted this problem when he declared that ‘knowledge must not be the step-child of charity’ suggesting that to combine charitable relationships with knowledge gathering impacted the results, and that the purpose of such organisations was primarily to alleviate poverty. Freire also notes that ‘false charity constrains the fearful and subdued, the ‘rejects of life’, to extend their trembling hands.’ Thus, the combination of charity, which brings with it an inherent power relationship, and the facilitation of the expression of their views by people living in poverty is problematic. The ability of recipients of charity to freely express themselves to donor NGOs is questionable. Wresinski, therefore, chose to create ATD Fourth World as a ‘movement (which was) without religious or political allegiance, which could in no way be defined as “charitable works.”’ Today, this organisation has partnership with people living in poverty, and the facilitation of their participation in all aspects of society, avoiding charitable actions.
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Furthermore, the autonomy of NGOs who assume a dual purpose must be questioned. For many development NGOs, a significant proportion of funding comes from government contracts (especially from the states NGOs are headquartered in) to deliver programmes and projects.\textsuperscript{109} Nick Dearden highlights the problem of political co-option of UK NGOs by governmental funding managers, as up to a third of NGO income comes from national or regional government, or the national lottery.\textsuperscript{110} He notes that as UK government spending on NGO-led poverty eradication projects rose, these organisations had a greater imperative to take a cautious approach to advocacy work in order to preserve their income. In the New Zealand context, the recent example of government funding being cut to the main NGO umbrella group, the Council for International Development (CID), shortly after they spearheaded a campaign expressing concerns about changes to government allocation of ODA is a case in point.\textsuperscript{111}

Moreover, the professionalization of NGO staff has meant that they effectively become the co-workers or co-professionals of the UN decision-makers, exacerbating their co-option. Dearden suggests that NGO workers and government staff and even politicians have more in common with each other than with the huge numbers of poor throughout the poorest regions in the world.\textsuperscript{112} I would argue that this is likely to be true of NGO professionals whether they be from North or South. As Dearden notes, ‘by bringing NGOs into the global governance system or giving them a role in corporate regulation, personal relationships are formed, power is moved from the South, enormous amounts of time are tied up; they get a stake and degree of responsibility in the system.’\textsuperscript{113} This co-option then becomes entrenched, further separating NGO staff from those whom they are presumed to effectively represent. Donovan Storey highlights this trap and the difficulties of breaking out of established paradigms when he notes that

\begin{quote}
the established doctrine that serves the financial or political interests of those with money to give is re-invented in such a way that it resonates with actors across the ideological and political spectrum whilst still appearing rational and credible, thereby reducing pressure for a fundamental shift and sustaining old orthodoxies.\textsuperscript{114}
\end{quote}

In other words, the entrenchment of NGO professionals within the UN system helps to legitimise policy decisions that maintain, rather than challenge, the status quo.
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Nor are smaller NGOs immune to such co-option, as they tend to join committees and alliances with larger NGOs to strengthen their position and advance their goals at the UN. 115 This means that they may have to make compromises in their focus in order to benefit from such alliances, potentially affecting their ability to represent their constituencies. UN efforts to increase the participation of the smaller NGOs may overlook this potential dilution of their mandate by again assuming that smaller NGOs are more representative of the views of the poor.

The recognised influence NGOs have in international decision making means that querying the legitimacy of their representation is extremely important. Warren Nyamugasira states very clearly that ‘all NGOs tend to be self-appointed, and neither consult nor give feedback to their constituencies.’ 116 Rejecting the harshness and universal application of this statement, I suggest that some NGOs do maintain genuine consultation and accountability. These more inclusive NGOs have chosen to consistently refer back to their core mission of participation of the poor, and to avoid mixing charity with advocacy. 117 Unfortunately, such NGOs are often as invisible to researchers and academics as they are to the decision makers. Furthermore, such organisations often encounter strong resistance to their efforts to ensure people living in poverty can participate in the UN; highlighting the difficulties of the UN system.

There are examples, however, of UN efforts to ensure that NGOs are more transparent and engage the poor in a more genuine way. The 2008 request for input into the United Nations Draft Guiding Principles on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights noted the importance of addressing this issue of the freedom of expression that people living in poverty have within NGOs. The Human Rights Council invited various stakeholders to comment on the draft guidelines, including ‘non-governmental organizations, especially those in which people in situations of extreme poverty express their views.’ 118 This is a clear acknowledgement by the UN of the limitations of substituting NGOs for the poor and the need to clearly separate request for input from NGOs from a request for input from the poor themselves.
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I argue that the perception that NGOs always validly represent the poor must be questioned more thoroughly and the problems highlighted in the spheres where they have most influence. Dearden suggests that many NGOs actively manage the voices of the poor and:

*fundamentally misunderstand the process of social change. They think it is about educating people in power. Partly this is a response to the relatively apathetic society we live in. But it also reflects the internal dynamics of most NGOs – they want to keep firm control. If they can say they represent 1 million people, that gives them weight and importance; if those 1 million people really start speaking it removes that importance – and heaven knows what they will say.*

Although there are an increasing number of NGOs who recognise this problem, as well as an increasing number of NGOs that recognise that extreme poverty is a human rights issue, few state categorically that direct participation of the poor at the United Nations level is important, and even fewer prioritise the facilitation of such participation.

I argue that the status quo, in which NGO voices at the UN are dominated by those organisations that mix charity and advocacy; have centralised and hierarchical structures; have professional staff who have more in common with the elites of the UN system than the poor; and have funding streams that potentially compromise their autonomy, is problematic. In this status quo, the United Nations perceive the poor to be legitimately represented by NGOs or Civil Society, and continues to believe that the participation of people living in poverty is realised effectively at the local level through NGOs. Further action to increase their participation at the UN is, therefore, seen as unnecessary. This serves to exclude the poor from having a meaningful presence at the highest level of policy making.
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vi. The United Nations idea of participation of the poor sits primarily at the local

The United Nations has recognised the importance of participation of people living in poverty. However, I argue that such participation is generally accepted as belonging to the national or local sphere. The state-led Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers of the early 2000s – developed after the increasing requests for policy space by developing countries after the imposed conditionalities of the Western-led structural adjustment policies of the 1980s – exemplify and reinforce this dynamic. The PRSPs represented the assertion by developing countries of domestic sovereignty over the formulation of poverty reduction strategies, and a strengthening of domestic participation. A side effect of this move, however, is that the UN, in combination with development NGOs who have stepped into an advocacy role, has devolved the participation of the poor primarily to the domestic or local level. This is affirmed in a 2004 General Assembly resolution which stated that (the member states of the United Nations)

... reaffirm that it is essential for States to foster participation by the poorest people in the decision-making process in the societies in which they live, in the promotion of human rights and in efforts to combat extreme poverty, and that it is essential for people living in poverty and vulnerable groups to be empowered to organize themselves and to participate in all aspects of political, economic and social life, in particular the planning and implementation of policies that affect them, thus enabling them to become genuine partners in development.

However, texts such as these, in which calls for participation are targeted – or are interpreted as targeting - primarily the domestic level, mean that the poor are rarely present at the United Nations.

Meanwhile, the importance of their participation is repeatedly emphasised at the UN. In 2006, the Report of the UN Secretary General on the Observance of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty stated that ‘poor people perceive poverty differently and such dialogues can promote a shared understanding of poverty among implementers and recipients of poverty assistance.” The Under Secretary General of Economic and Social Affairs noted in 2008 that:
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(p)overty is more than inadequate income or human development. Poverty is also about lack of voice, power, and representation. One effective way to address these various dimensions of poverty is through the empowerment and participation of poor people in decision-making that affects their lives.\textsuperscript{123}

Similarly, the recent Draft Guiding Principles on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights devoted an entire section to participation, stating that

\textit{persons living in extreme poverty have the right to participate in all activities which concern them, particularly programmes for the eradication of extreme poverty. The implementation of such policies and programmes without the participation of the persons concerned and their associations and organizations constitutes a violation of the right to participate in public affairs.}\textsuperscript{124}

Research has shown that more attention should be paid to the empowerment, participation and engagement of the poor as essential pre-requisites for pro-poor growth, which supports the assertions made in UN documents calling for greater participation and empowerment of the poor.\textsuperscript{125} However, the Overseas Development Institute, a leading think tank on development issues, notes that participation remains an ill-defined concept: \textit{‘In some cases this means participation by marginalised groups in economic policy-making, in others the focus is on participation in the labour market and productivity.’}\textsuperscript{126}

Furthermore, the Independent Expert on Human Rights and Extreme Poverty stated clearly in 2008 that:

\textit{it is crucial that people living in poverty participate in the design, implementation and monitoring of public policies that affect them. These are essential human rights that States must provide and protect. Citizens have a right to participate in public life and States must ensure that people’s voices are expressed and heard when public policies are put in place. By
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participation, we do not mean mere consultation: States must make sure the participation of people living in poverty is meaningful and has an impact on decisions and social policy.\textsuperscript{127}

This recognition of the need for participation of people living in poverty (as opposed to the top-down driven initiatives that used to dominate development practice) is the result of a concerted effort by NGOs over many years. However, it has been broadly interpreted as being effectively realised at the local level. Although local participation is important in order to ensure that certain groups are reached, it is unrealistic to think that the concept and integrity of participation can remain meaningful and valid when realised only at one level.

While the UN, through its understanding of participation, has been instrumental in localising participation by people living in poverty, I argue that NGOs are as complicit in perpetuating this localisation the UN itself. Since the establishment of the UN, NGOs have worked hard to create and retain their presence in its corridors, chambers and conference rooms. An enormous amount of effort and strategising must occur to make positive changes to policy and the NGOs who are most effective in this space are highly professionalized,\textsuperscript{128} implementing well-planned interventions and mounting large-scale lobbying activities. Their key messaging and strategies are the result of much preparation and professional input. To step aside and allow people living in poverty to have a genuine voice risks affecting that work.

Large NGOs\textsuperscript{129} have contributed much literature to the debate around participation of people living in poverty, though with observations and recommendations that again and again return to the local. For instance, in 2009 Duncan Green made a compelling argument for participation of people living in poverty when he stated that they ‘must have a voice in deciding their own destiny, rather than be treated as passive recipients of welfare or government action.’\textsuperscript{130} He went on to argue that in order for efforts to be successful, people must be treated as subjects, ‘conscious of and actively demanding their rights’.\textsuperscript{131} However, in making a hopeful plea for a fair global governance in the twenty-first century, he tended to emphasise the local, saying

\begin{quote}
with all its limitations, global governance holds out the promise of building some fairness and predictability into international relations by reining in the powerful, ensuring that
\end{quote}
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poor nations have sufficient policy space and resources to work their way out of poverty and helping the most vulnerable.\textsuperscript{132}

Furthermore, in his illustration of the civil society led campaign that resulted in the 1997 Land Mine Treaty, he mentioned the core involvement of NGOs who were engaged in providing prosthetics, mine clearing, and documenting human impacts. \textsuperscript{133} This focus on the efforts of the NGOs rather than the victims counters his earlier plea to consider people as actors, rather than passive recipients. I suggest that recognising and facilitating the participation of people living in poverty requires constant vigilance, even for the most well-intentioned and reflective NGOs.

NGOs have argued for many years of the importance of participation. In 1989, Michael Edwards lamented the lack of action on genuine participation of the poor which, he suggested, makes development irrelevant. He noted that the technical approach of development serves to devalue indigenous knowledge, leading to an inevitable failure to find workable solutions to what are often localised problems.\textsuperscript{134} As research on development moved towards a more inductive approach, ‘the local’ became ‘the site of empowerment and hence as a locus of knowledge generation and development intervention.’\textsuperscript{135} In making a convincing case for the need for people living in poverty to participate in poverty eradication initiatives, the focus has necessarily been initially local, with NGOs content to continue to represent the poor at the international level. However, this focus has remained, and NGO representation occurs even though NGOs often stress the importance of participation at the UN. More often than not, the phrase participation means, in the context of the UN, that of NGOs, not the poor themselves. For example, the umbrella organisation CONGO\textsuperscript{136} has a stated aim of facilitating the participation of NGOs at the UN, however, it does so with little reference to the make-up of NGO memberships other than the requirement to hold UN consultative status.\textsuperscript{137}

In summary, this section has introduced an emerging literature that suggests that participation by the poor in decision making is primarily situated at the local level. I argue that the UN and the NGOs working within the UN system tend to reinforce and reproduce such localisation of participation through their failure to consider people living in poverty as forming an interest group that can represent itself, and the concomitant acceptance of NGOs as legitimate representatives of
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the poor. I further argue that the participation of people living in poverty at the United Nations level is crucial to the efforts to eradicate poverty. I suggest that the NGOs and UN relinquish their power, curb their tendency to represent, and push to facilitate genuine participation of the poor at the UN. Although I am not recommending that such participation should replace local efforts, there are clear limitations associated with the retention of local participation alone, as this tends to maintain the abstraction of poverty, and serves to further marginalise the poor, thus preventing the poor from being able to lead their own liberation from poverty.
2. Why is it important that people living in poverty participate at the UN level?

In this section I argue that participation at the UN by people living in poverty should be recognised as an important precondition for real change to occur. Local participation of this group, as preferred by the UN, has serious limitations, which I argue, serves to reproduce and exacerbate the power imbalances that disadvantage the poor. The dominance of statistical and expert language at the UN prevents participation by the poor, while abstracting the realities of their lives, rendering horrifyingly significant decisions morally and politically possible. Furthermore, the focus on statistics leads to a reduction of potential solutions and instead promotes mainly quantitative, economic-based options, which potentially further marginalise the poorest. The participation of the poor has the potential to challenge the entrenched preconceptions of decision makers, demonstrate the harsh reality of the world’s ongoing poverty and result in urgent action, allowing the poor to reclaim their dignity.

i. Local participation alone has limitations

The predominant assumption made by the UN that the poor’s participation is effective and legitimately positioned at the local level alone has serious implications. Emerging literature sets off warning lights – participation of the poor is frequently managed by NGOs based in the North, and even locally-run participation often perpetuates local power imbalances. An uncritical acceptance of the effectiveness of local participation brings with it several risks, including the further marginalisation of the less influential members within poor societies, while local elites are more able to take advantage of the new avenues of influence because of embedded power structures. For instance, commonly used consensus-based approaches ‘may actually empower the powerful vested interests that manipulated the research in the first place’ 138 and result in further marginalisation of the poorest members of a given society. In addition, the aforementioned problem of mixing charity with participation inevitably results in a problematic power relationship. These failings, combined with an overreliance in the UN system on poverty researchers who position themselves as experts are detrimental to participation at the international policy level. This is potentially damaging to the efforts to eradicate poverty, and I therefore suggest effective participation must occur at both levels.
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Brand notes that the very poorest are often the least seen and most overlooked. ¹³⁹ Their extreme poverty and vulnerability ensure that their voices are drowned out by those who are still secure enough to be able to speak up for their rights, but are gripped by the fear of entering extreme poverty. It is often the case that those who speak the loudest have not yet been marginalised and humiliated into silence by their poverty. This dynamic is often lost on Northern constituencies because the striking inequality between the North and South means that many in the North see the majority of those in the South as poor (which of course they are, but they are not the poorest) and therefore believe that the poor have spoken. Those who are the poorest and most vulnerable within a society are thereby further marginalised, their participation overlooked, their silence ensured by their shame, ‘never daring to accuse the world of indifference to human rights.’ ¹⁴⁰

A further concern is that by focusing on the local, the present power dynamics and social inequalities are overlooked or downplayed, leading to the ‘tendency to view the local in isolation from broader economic and political structures.’¹⁴¹ As noted earlier, the UN has asserted itself in a central role for the development of policy aimed at eradicating poverty. However, by analysing poverty in local pockets, the UN risks paying inadequate attention to the global structural inequities that underlie much current inequality. As noted in the previous section, which questioned the validity of knowledge generation that is combined with charity, Stokke and Mohan’s concerns about the ‘political nature of participation’¹⁴² and the power imbalances associated with participation support reasonable suspicion of the efficacy of local processes in ensuring the voices of the poor are heard. I concur with their argument that it is problematic to over-value participation and empowerment at the local level.¹⁴³

Further research voicing concerns about the situating of participation at the local level include Frances and James’ examination of the contradictions of Uganda’s poverty reduction programme. They express concern that efficiency and empowerment may in fact be working against each other at the local level. In this case, the supposedly participation-enhancing structure failed to create an environment which constitutes ‘a genuinely participatory system of local governance.’¹⁴⁴ Also
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focusing on Uganda, Craig and Porter note that the PRSP phenomenon masks power imbalances, and they highlight limitations imposed by the process:

‘the tunnel vision inherent in inclusive liberal frameworks applied at a distance... has limited scope and options available to local actors. In a wider context, insofar as the “electronic herd” and ratings agencies have reified simplistic and sharply conservative settings, this problem has been exacerbated.’

They find that PRSPs do not empower, but rather may inhibit participation. Furthermore, I suggest that the impact of the poor is diluted through their participation in the PRSPs, and must therefore be negligible when compared with the impacts of how people living in poverty and poverty itself are otherwise presented within the international discourse.

At the local level, NGOs are the natural facilitators of participation by people living in poverty. Many NGOs see themselves as being very close to, or as organisations of the poor. However, as mentioned in a previous section, NGOs have their own problems when it comes to facilitating the participation of the poor at the local level. A significant danger of local NGO-led participation lies in the temptation of NGOs to distance themselves from those they purport to represent as their status increases.

Nyamugasira suggests that even Southern NGOs lack closeness to the poor and that they use the status and wealth associated with international funding to move closer to the elites of their own country or to their Northern NGO colleagues. He states bluntly that they ‘can be accused of patronizing the poor. They love status and are committed to maintaining the status quo so long as it works in their favour. They have... problems of vision and accountability in relation to their local-level partners.’

He takes this criticism further still when he says that ‘even in loco, Southern NGOs can, at times, be a poor imitation of and often distort the voice of this silent mass.’

Beyond participation, I suggest that an over-reliance on the opinions of ‘experts’ who study the nature of poverty rather than upon the poor themselves is problematic because it creates and cements the perception of the poor as people who must be spoken for rather than producers of their own knowledge. Wresinski questioned the validity of poverty researchers, who are extremely influential within the debates and policy formulation at the UN. He suggests that as the poor are
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turned into subjects of research, they are exploited rather than treated as partners and experts. Similarly, Godinot critiqued traditional research methods by suggesting that although ethical considerations of the need for a participatory approach to poverty eradication have improved, many supposedly participatory initiatives fail to involve people with experience of poverty at all stages. Instead, they are most often included with the intention of extracting information from them, rather than partnership or participation.\textsuperscript{150} He describes this process as ‘extractive’.

By failing to recognise the potential of this partnership, researchers ‘upset or even paralyse the thinking of their interlocutors.’\textsuperscript{151} Furthermore, as researchers fail to see the poor as agents of praxis who have the ability to reflect and act on their own situations, their research findings are questionable. Wresinski also questions the validity of the participatory observation of the anthropological field, noting that this process ‘runs the danger of misusing, tampering with, and paralyzing the thinking of the poor.’\textsuperscript{152} As the goal of the interaction is ‘external to their life situation’,\textsuperscript{153} the results can never have the same validity as conclusions that come from the poor themselves. Freire echoes this, noting the difficulty of including the oppressed (or poor) as partners in the quest for knowledge about the nature of poverty: ‘So often do they hear that they are good for nothing, know nothing, and are incapable of learning anything ... that in the end they become convinced of their own unfitness.’\textsuperscript{154} Their learned response is to defer to the ‘expert’.

Freire and Wresinski agree that research may have negative impacts on the lives of the poor and the oppressed. Wresinski says that ‘to hinder the poorest by using them as informants rather than encouraging them to develop their own thinking as a genuinely autonomous act is to enslave them.’\textsuperscript{155} Similarly, Freire notes that a ‘pedagogy which begins with the egoistic interests of the oppressors (an egoism cloaked in the false generosity of paternalism) and makes of the oppressed the subject of its humanitarianism, itself maintains and embodies oppression. It is an instrument of dehumanisation.’\textsuperscript{156} Furthermore, it is the policy maker, researcher or teacher who records the words of the poor, choosing which testimony or input is retained and transmitted to others and which is disregarded and goes unheard.\textsuperscript{157} All of the academic studies in the world, unless they
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included genuine input from the poor, would not include important sections of knowledge.\textsuperscript{158} Rather, they, and the use of these studies at the international level, represent a reification of what it means to be poor.

In summary, many NGOs seem content to limit participation by people living in poverty to the local level and represent the extracted ‘findings’ at the international level themselves. The strong presence of Northern NGOs in developing countries mean that such NGOs are often the facilitators of such participation because they act as a conduit between the developing country governments and the local beneficiaries of poverty eradication programmes. But the education and power imbalances, frequent lack of local knowledge, hierarchy, bureaucracy and a sense of gratitude from and the fragile status of beneficiaries all combine to problematise NGOs’ representation of the poor at the international level. Furthermore, when influential Northern NGOs assume (perhaps wrongly) that because an NGO is from the South it must have a membership or mandate of the poor, they further sideline people living in poverty. The UN has, by placing participation of the poor at the problematic local level, co-opted and taken away ownership of the issue of poverty from the poor themselves.

\textbf{ii. The abstraction of poverty and the importance of language}

The United Nations has a significant ownership of the debate around poverty, partly through their framing of the debate within an exclusionary epistemology. They have developed and reproduced this through the use of a particular kind of statistic-dominated ‘expert’s’ language, which excludes the poor from participating in this dialogue. Not only does the predominant use of statistics and economic indicators serve to abstract and dehumanise the poor, the use of a specialist language excludes the poor from meaningful participation in the development discourse.

In the absence of the poor, decision makers participating in the UN debates are free to speak about the poor, count them, and co-opt aspects of their existence to justify various policies. Within this debate, the UN discourse on poverty is framed by the use of statistics, goals, targets, and numbers and thereby limited to considerations for which such quantitative tools and measures are meaningful. I argue that the use of statistics has become the legitimate framework for the debate on poverty and is the central feature for measuring progress. For example, the dominant style of the discourse on poverty at the UN is to count the number of people living in poverty one year, check
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again in the next, and then proclaim whether efforts have been a success or not.\textsuperscript{159} This abstraction of the issue serves to separate the decision makers from the realities of the lives of people living in poverty, and enables them to make decisions and to act or fail to act with more ease than if they were confronted with situation face-to-face. When the presence of people living in poverty in the UN inserts emotion into the debate, the reaction is often dismissive largely because the statistical paradigm is far more familiar to the elites. I suggest that it is possible to characterize the overt use of statistics as a form of biopower and therefore another mechanism for the exclusion of the poor from the UN.

The dangers of a focus on goals, targets and statistics are evident when one examines the history of the MDGs. At the 1996 Rome World Food Summit, in a precursor to the goals, 186 governments agreed to reduce ‘the number of undernourished people to half their present level by 2015.’\textsuperscript{160} With a simple change of language in the Millennium Declaration to a commitment to instead halve the ‘proportion’ of people living in extreme poverty, the actual number of people who are planned to be free of poverty by 2015 was reduced by 101.5 million.\textsuperscript{161}

While the MDGs continue to be hailed as an important road map to improve the lives of millions of people, Tomas Pogge notes that if they are to be achieved by 2015 – which looks unlikely – the international community has still agreed that ‘only’ 14 million people are to die from poverty each year, and that during the period of the MDGs, the death toll from poverty related causes should ‘only’ be 240 million people. Pogge rightly asks whether this is a plan that is acceptable from a moral point of view, let alone celebrated.\textsuperscript{162} I suggest that the acceptance of such an inhumane outcome by the international community is made possible through the abstraction of harsh reality through the use of statistics, and the discussion of people living in poverty as numbers rather than real people. The decision makers are able to abstract the issue – to keep emotion and messy reality out.

Pogge has also taken issue with the World Bank’s statistical measures of the poor. Writing with Sanjay Reddy, he notes that the commonly used $1 a day poverty line ‘cannot correspond to what poverty means since it means nothing in particular.’\textsuperscript{163} The authors highlight the problem with
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statistics by referring to a proposal to periodically update the purchasing power parity features of the international poverty line. This means that changes in the world economy would lead to adjustments in national poverty lines, even if the living standards of the poor in those countries have not changed. Therefore, in spite of little to no change in the realities of the lives of people living in poverty, the statistics may show that they are less poor. The use of statistics therefore, has the potential to breed inaction by hiding the realities.

A further critique of the reliance on statistics lies in the ability to manipulate successes to suit political goals. Due to the UN interpretation of the baseline year as 1990 rather than the MDG adoption year of 2000, the dramatic success of China in reducing its number of poor by 150 million is able to be counted as progress towards the goal. As Pogge points out, this means that East Asia and the Pacific achieved its goal before the goal was even adopted. Statistics can therefore be used to perpetuate the public view that global poverty is in decline, potentially resulting in complacency. Frequent politically-driven contradictory announcements about progress or otherwise towards the MDGs may lead to a public perception that the MDGs have made a substantive difference, resulting in reduced urgency of global action.

Already, we can compare the political will and action between types of ‘tragedies’. We are encouraged to celebrate when UNICEF announces that 8.8 million children die annually before their fifth birthday instead of the previous 12.5 million per year in 1990. The survival of an additional 3.7 million children per year is certainly something to be recognised and applauded. However, if we compare such numbers of deaths to previous atrocities, such as the Rwandan genocide and the Holocaust, the difference in the level of outrage with which the issue is received is striking. Where is the decisive international action to prevent such loss of life from happening again? It is in actuality, allowed to persist.

Central to such arguments is that the existence of extreme poverty is an emergency and must be treated as such. Rather than poverty being treated as an emergency in the sense of provoking immediate and effective political action, I suggest that it is managed with a form of biopower. According to Michael Dillon, ‘we do not widely understand the kinds of imperatives to which the biopower of biopolitics now orders the political rationalities and governmental technologies of the
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Essentially, it controls and reduces its subjects to bare life, as subjects rather than humans. By excluding the voices of the people who are experiencing it, it hides the traumatic real, allowing the political processes to continue with the social order fundamentally unchallenged.

I suggest that this use of biopower has the consequence of objectifying and dehumanising people living in poverty, adding to the dehumanizing effect of poverty itself. Jenny Edkins uses the examples of recent terrorist attacks in industrialised countries to demonstrate the objectification and dehumanization of the victims through the management process, noting that they were reduced to objects and stripped of their ‘personhood’. The status and management of such events as emergencies meant that the victims were reduced to ‘bare life’. Edkins notes that

In parallel with the global spread of states of exception … we can track a global spread of forms of social interaction, governance and communication that produce life as bare life. Examples are numerous and widely discussed: the humanitarian interventions of the 1990s and the famine relief efforts of the 1980s, where life was something that was to be ‘saved’, nothing more – victims were not given a political voice – and the terrorist attacks and arbitrary detentions of the present decade, where once more life is disqualified...

I argue that we may apply this ‘instrumentalisation or commodification of life’ to how the poor are regarded as subjects or victims by the UN on an ongoing basis. The dearth of efforts to facilitate the meaningful participation of people living in poverty in global governance is a symptom of the dehumanisation of the poor. This subjectification of the poor and abstraction of the realities of poverty serves the member states of the UN well, as they are more easily managed as victims of a global emergency than as stakeholders. I argue that we may legitimately look at the UN’s use of statistics to manage the ‘emergency’ that is global poverty, and conclude that people living in poverty are (further) dehumanised in this process through the use of biopower.
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This abstraction also serves to soothe the conscience and reduce the perception of ongoing responsibility for the citizenry of the North. While few place responsibility for the existence of poverty solely on the citizens of richer countries, poverty is a result of historical actions that the citizens of the north continue to benefit from. Pogge points out that

our great privileges and advantage as well as their extreme poverty and disadvantage have emerged through an historical process that was pervaded by unimaginable crimes...

second... we are implicated because we are using our economic, technological, and military advantages to impose a global institutional order that is manifestly and grievously unjust.\textsuperscript{174}

The use of statistics to manage poverty enables those who continue to benefit from the current situation to avoid confronting the consequences of their own inaction. Regarding the poor as an abstract grouping - rather than as people, children, and families who have more commonalities with ‘us’ than differences - enables us to avoid confronting our continued role in the maintenance of poverty in the world and to avoid having to take urgent, substantive action.

This abstraction is reinforced through the use of exclusionary language. The importance of language in constructing the parameters and epistemological framework of the debate must not be underestimated. The type of language used during the poverty discourse at the UN impacts on whether the poorest members of society are taken into account,\textsuperscript{175} it has the power to include or exclude; it frames the debate and restricts the range of solutions; and in the poor’s absence, the way poverty and the poor are represented form and shape policy and practice for poverty eradication.\textsuperscript{176} Moreover, ‘discourse is also practice; it is not simply a way of understanding or thinking about the world, it is also a way of acting in it.’\textsuperscript{177} As such, language has a huge part to play in creating and reproducing discourse as well as social reality.

This ownership and exclusivity of the language through which knowledge is examined leads to the devaluation of some forms of knowledge and the legitimisation of others. As noted in an earlier section, traditional research methods of acquiring knowledge about poverty are still
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dominant, with researchers conducting studies and asking questions of the poor. Researchers tend to have a Eurocentric perspective and bring with them assumptions and constructs that lace limitations on the scope of responses to their questions. As Edwards states: ‘*the natural concern for technical interpretations of reality is that knowledge, and the power to control it, becomes concentrated in the hands of those with the technical skills necessary to understand the language and the methods being used.*’ This not only transfers the ownership of such knowledge from the powerless to those who have the power as a result of their education and training, but it also excludes the poor. As Edwards points out, this reality justifies the thousands of expatriate ‘experts’ in the world today. In addition, I suggest, it also helps the NGOs to establish their participation in the high level debates, as they are among the few seen as legitimately able to transfer the knowledge from the local to the UN sphere.

I have personally experienced the difficulties of breaking through the barriers presented by the use of a specialised language at the United Nations in New York. On joining NGO committees, most new members struggle through their first meeting, as members speak of the upcoming ‘CSocD’, the committee for ‘FFD’, how to participate in the ‘DCF’, what ‘GCAP’ is planning and what the ‘UNSG’ said. There is a particular language of the United Nations and the community has developed many shortcuts in their language. Until you learn to adjust, the use of this language can be intimidating and exclusionary. The initial shock of having to learn to express your views in a new UN ‘language’ can knock the confidence of even a highly educated professional. For people living in poverty, who usually have a short visit to the United Nations, this can be almost impossible to overcome in a short space of time.

This, in essence, takes the discourse away from those who have experienced the issue being discussed, and places it in someone else’s care. For example, Christine Walley’s study on Female Genital Operation (FGO) suggests that so called ‘expert’ knowledge of FGO is situated with the elites who advocate on behalf of the ‘victims.’ Being outside of the actual experience, experts are free to discuss it, but have little intimate knowledge of the experiences of those who go through it. I suggest that inferences of this argument may also be applied to the issue of poverty in that NGOs and other experts have developed a language around the issue that serves to exclude the people who have actual experience of it and this pattern is self-reinforcing.
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A further unintended effect of this use of a particular abstract and organisation specific language is that it limits the debate to certain participants and outcomes. The dominance of the neo-liberal economic paradigm excludes the poor from being able to participate in what have become sophisticated economic debates. Furthermore, it leads to a reduced number of policy responses that are seen as applicable in order to combat poverty - these are predominantly economic. One effect of this has been an emphasis on the category of poor who have the potential to become economic actors. The popularity of micro-credit initiatives\(^1\) and co-operatives are an example of this, as they are focused on the integration of productive actors into the economic mainstream. There is little consideration as to whether the chronically poor – who are also experiencing social exclusion and often the contempt of their community – can benefit from such initiatives, and the oft-heralded success in reducing poverty of certain groups, in particular women, obscure the fact that the inequalities between the success stories and the ‘Fourth World’ is increased. The focus on the MDGs also reproduces this dynamic – with the target of 50% reduction of poverty by 2015, any statistical success counts, and the realities of the poorest are irrelevant to the success or failure of this flagship political agreement as long as benchmarks are met.

This thesis argues that although the poor should be able to speak for themselves, the technical nature of the debate about poverty means they are again excluded and condemned to be outsiders in their own issue. The importance of their inclusion is reinforced by Edkins’ assertion that ‘communication takes place in language and language itself is social and political, not individual.’\(^2\) When people living in poverty are excluded from participating through language, they are also excluded from the construction of social and political realities. This exclusion gives considerable power to NGOs and experts as they gather information and ‘translate’ the experiences of their subjects to the UN processes.

I suggest that certain issues that are taken up by identity groups in the North on behalf of their Southern counterparts underline the political nature of representation. Walley’s study finds that representatives often use the issues to suit their political goals.\(^3\) This means the perception held by the decision makers are affected by the focus imposed by participants in the international discourse, rather than those who experience the issue being discussed. She also notes that the discourse around FGO ‘invokes a series of binary oppositions, including, first world, third world, third world, ...

\(^1\) Bracking and Hickey, “Exploring the Politics of Chronic Poverty” p. 855
\(^2\) Edkins, Trauma and the Memory of Politics, p. 7
\(^3\) Walley, “Searching for "Voices, p. 408
modernity, tradition, ... freedom, torture repression...medical knowledge, ignorance/disease ’ 184 and that the cumulative effects of these binary oppositions perpetuate a dichotomous understanding of First and Third worlds, and an enduring division between ‘us’ and ‘them.’ 185 I suggest that this concept could be applied equally to the issue of poverty.

This ability of NGOs to distort the experiences of those they ‘represent’ to suit their political aims is also highlighted in a study by Didier Fassin, which examines a humanitarian NGO which also advocates on behalf of the ‘victims’. Focusing on the increasing use of human examples to advocate and to encourage political action, he finds that NGOs have the ability, and indeed temptation, to present the realities on the ground in a way that suits the objectives of their advocacy work. 186 Fassin’s study examines the ‘significance of a politics of testimony that substitutes its own truth for the truth of those in whose name it is deployed.’ 187 He goes on to reiterate the importance of language by stating that:

the humanitarian workers speak in the name of those who are deemed not to have access to the public arena: they literally speak their words for them. In doing so they illuminate, transform, and simplify these words, dramatise them in line with their objective, which is not so much to reconstitute an experience as to construct a cause. This cause is constructed on the basis of the legitimate principles of humanitarian intervention, the defense of victims, and the appeal to emotion. 188

He concludes that rather than ‘proclaiming the bare truth of the victims... humanitarian testimony constitutes a truth ordeal. It produces utterances having the value of truth that do not reflect the social world but rather transform it.’ 189 In a similar vein, Nyamugasira suggests that NGOs, while claiming to represent the poor, present the issue of poverty in a way that protects the interests of their own social class either unconsciously, or consciously. He also argues that they create their own abstract constituencies of the poor, but are closer in their thinking and to the global elite. 190

Even if the poor were to learn the dominant language of discourse and thus be included and participate in the debate, there remains the risk of co-option. I suggest that being integrated into a particular community and adopting their language fundamentally changes your thinking. A case in
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point is illustrated by Cohn, who found that her ability to think from a critical feminist perspective was challenged as result of her involvement as part of a study in the defence sector. Her work suggests that the use of certain terminology restricts the ability to think about an issue in a more analytical manner. As she worked closely alongside professionals in the government defence facility, she found that she quickly adopted a very particular language and mentality that she had originally found absurd and ultimately very disturbing. In other words, she found herself co-opted, the language having transformed her. This constitutes a restriction upon the ways in which an issue can be discussed and therefore also upon the responses that can be sought and implemented. For NGOs and the poor themselves, it is important to be able to frame the debate in a way that resonates with their experience, and does not transform them away from that experience. This presents a huge challenge given the way the debate has already been framed and the restrictions that have been put in place by the discourse. As Cohn states: ‘(t)he dominant voice... speaks so loudly in our culture, it will remain difficult for any other voices to be heard until that voice loses some of its power to define what we hear and how we name the world.’

The respective relationships of the poor and the elite to the dominant discourse on poverty are comparable to the relationships of the powerless and the powerful to the discourse on power. Edkins noted the importance of language in the latter relationship as exemplified by the abusive nature of states sending their citizens to war.

*Abuse by the state, the fatherland, like abuse by the father within the family, cannot be spoken in language, since language comes from and belongs to the family and the community. Survivors of political abuse in the contemporary west have something compelling to say, but it is something that is unsayable in the vocabulary of the powerful, and it is dangerous to the political institutions in place.*

I argue that if poverty may be seen as a form of abuse by the state and the international community, the poor have the same challenge in their difficulty of expressing their realities in the language of the powerful elite.

In summary, the power of a UN specific epistemology, the acceptance of an economic focus and an abstract language about the eradication of poverty, together with the monopoly of NGOs in their
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representation of the poor, results in the further exclusion of people living in poverty from UN processes. This enables choices to be made which can condemn members of a poverty stricken group to suffer devastating consequences, with little political or moral repercussions.

iii. Challenging perceptions about the poor

The poor have, throughout time, been blamed or pitied, and usually misunderstood.194 Charles Booth said that ‘the rich hid the poor behind a curtain, and over that curtain, they painted monsters.’195 I suggest that the lack of participation of people living in poverty at the United Nations represents a missed opportunity to challenge the ingrained perceptions that are widely held amongst elite communities. As noted in an earlier section, it is very confronting to have to think about poverty as being something the citizens of the West have historical responsibility for, and to recognise one’s part in the continued suffering. The human instinct to blame the poor for their own situation is well documented. I suggest that it suits the international system for the poor to be excluded and hidden from view – that for the poor to be participants in the UN system, the elites and decision makers would be forced to confront their own prejudices and to finally see the poor as people, parents, partners, workers, rather than as statistics or as subjects who are potentially responsible for their own situations.

The humanity of people living in poverty is often confronting because we are used to abstractions and generalisations. Yet, to actually interact with someone living in poverty can have a strong impact – an impact that I felt time and time again during my work accompanying people living in poverty to the United Nations. To recognise the commonalities between oneself and someone experiencing poverty, whether it be through the shared experience of parenthood and hopes for the future of your children, or something as simple as a shared reflection on the weather; to see the poor finally as individuals, as humans, as capable of expressing their hopes and expectations, can have the effect of reframing the way one thinks about poverty in general. Naomi Hossain notes the uncomfortable experiences that elites may have had with people living in poverty in their lives, and

the impact on how they perceive them. The tendency is to exclude some from the ‘poor’ category, or to see them as somehow ‘exceptional.’

It is a common assumption by elites or NGO workers that with the right kind of input and opportunities, the poor will be able to change their situation by realising their economic potential. Another preconception about the poor is that is that the reason for their poverty comes from the nature of them - being a woman, or being disabled, or a child, which is heavily influenced by the common tendency for people to group, to categorise, to explain. Children are rarely judged or blamed for their poverty – however on turning 18, or as soon as they become parents themselves, this often changes. These perceptions have strongly influenced decision making throughout history because they have enabled judgements about the ‘deserving’ and non-deserving poor.’ The existence of the ‘non-deserving poor’ was highlighted by a landmark World Bank study ‘Voices of the Poor’ which highlighted a category of people who found themselves ‘hated’ and unable to participate in society. This category is essentially Wresinski’s ‘Fourth World’ which brings to our attention a group of people who are blamed for their own poverty, unable to use social networks to help themselves and even excluded from poor communities themselves. He described them as being ‘forbidden to inhabit the world of others,’ and as seen as unworthy even by their still-poor, but less badly off neighbours.

In his blog posting ‘How to write about poor people’, Easterly suggests ten ways to refer to people living in poverty, citing a preference to ‘display pictures of poor children (alternatively women)’ but not ‘show pictures of poor men, who make your audience think of drunkards, wife-beaters, or janjaweed.’ Although clearly satirical, these comments highlight the challenges that the poor face in terms of how their situation is perceived by others, particularly by decision-makers and funders. This also highlights the problem that many fundraising NGOs find when representing the poor – that the public’s preconception about poverty and instinct to blame the poor for their own situation restricts their ability to communicate. NGOs are important mobilisers of public opinion for efforts to eradicate poverty, and their message may be tailored to fit with people’s perceptions, hence the frequent use of images of women and children in fundraising literature. This form of representation highlights a dilemma; the poverty eradication discourse depends upon public support
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and political will. There is, therefore, an incentive to paint the poor as simple and needy in order to appeal to people’s emotions and thereby raise funds. This is more effective than portraying the poor as people with human flaws and complicated lives. I suggest that the way NGOs represent the poor to the public is continued through to the United Nations. This is potentially devastating as ‘the ability of the poorest and their agents to represent themselves to political elites as deserving remains critical to the effective relief of material poverty.’ Therefore, an inaccurate perception is dangerous in terms of the ability of the poor to muster political will and accept them as participants in high level debates.

The inclination to identify reasons for poverty by implicating the poor themselves is also pervasive. Neo-liberal thinking has been very influential in perpetuating certain perceptions, with a tendency to address the problem of increase of poverty by ‘disconnect(ing) the social problem from its systemic roots and attempt(ing) to identify poverty with individual ethics – “work” or “entrepreneurial spirit.” This, in effect, puts blame on the poor and creates an expectation that with hard work, they should be able to overcome their own poverty. If people living in poverty were invited to participate in UN discussions and could share their experiences of how hard they really work, and show how the efforts they make to improve their situation meet with constant systemic barriers, a greater awareness of the structural barriers that keep people and countries in poverty could be created. However, the possibility of this happening remains slight. As Leondro Despouy, an expert on human rights who has held numerous positions at the United Nations and has worked to represent the interests of the poor contends:

> It is often more difficult to prove what is apparent than what is unique or exotic....One of the main challenges I had to face as Special Rapporteur on this issue was, precisely, avoiding that my commitment and faithfulness to the portrayal of poverty... would betray the message and reality of those living under extreme poverty conditions. How can one describe truthfully the miserable living conditions, the suffering and, above all, the degradation poverty causes on individuals without resorting to fatalist messages in the sense that people who have become impoverished would never be able to escape from it, or even worse, that degradation has been such that these individuals have already lost their status as human beings, without unwillingly contributing to racist of xenophobic biases?
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How can one show the terrible aspects of poverty without playing the card of those that have a discriminatory perception of the poor?\textsuperscript{203}

He goes on to say that:

One of the most important contributions of the study on extreme poverty and human rights was to show how little we know about extreme poverty. Aside from being deficient, our knowledge is often wrong, since the perception of poverty in our societies is mostly derogatory and full of biases.\textsuperscript{204}

I argue that this inability to faithfully communicate the harsh realities of poverty without perpetuating the stereotypes of the poor makes participation of people living in poverty at the United Nations even more urgent. In their absence the issue of poverty is repeatedly misconstrued.

Subscribing to the idea that those in power should have the chance to meet with people living in poverty and that personal contact would challenge preconceptions about poverty and stimulate action, International Movement ATD Fourth World organises regular high level events between people living in poverty and decision makers. I co-organised and attended meetings between two UN Secretaries General (UNSG) and people living in poverty from various countries, North and South. My personal and subjective recollection is that each meeting had positive outcomes. In particular, it was beneficial for the UNSGs to hear the firsthand accounts of people living in poverty in their office environment, rather than surrounded by destitution, as is often the case with visits to the poor. In one of the meetings, the UNSG clearly started paying attention when a woman started to tell her story of what it is like to live in poverty. I perceived that, as part of a long day filled with a series of meetings with officials, her statement stood out and was listened to intently. The UNSG then accepted a challenge from Aling Tita Villarosa from the Philippines to partner with the poorest in the international efforts to eradicate poverty. During a meeting with another UNSG, he told personal stories of the challenges of his childhood, and exchanged with the delegates on a very informal basis. While it is impossible to measure the actual outcomes of such encounters within the confines of this thesis, I feel confident that such personal interactions had a positive effect on the high level understanding of the issue of poverty.

These subjective impressions of the positive experiences that resulted from meetings between people living in poverty and the UNSGs are substantiated in a study by Bruno Tardieu and Jona Rosenfeld who discovered that interaction with people living in poverty can change the perceptions
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of people in power. They found that by bringing professionals from institutions and people living in poverty together to engage in simple activities, they created an environment in which the preconceptions of both sides were challenged. Even though the professionals may have met people living in poverty before, encounters such as these which brought them together at ‘eye level,’ often changed their outlook, and enabled them to see the people living in poverty as people, not problems. One participant said ‘(e)lsewhere I would have seen only the undone hem, there I saw the woman.’

The Draft Guiding Principles on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights is another initiative that worked under the assumption that interaction between decision makers and people living in poverty would positively impact policy decisions. In 2001, the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights requested that a group of independent experts develop a document that addressed the issue of extreme poverty within the human rights framework. International Movement ATD Fourth World facilitated interaction between the experts and people living in poverty, organising a series of meetings at which they could exchange views and relate at a personal level. The result was a set of principles which had the views of the participating families at its core. The experts have since incorporated wording into the resulting documents that reinforce the importance of consulting with the poor themselves.

However, personal accounts – also known as testimonies - where people living in poverty are given the opportunity to speak out about their experiences and to share their efforts to overcome poverty are often hard to hear. The impact of these statements is evidenced by the feedback from NGO partners after each commemoration of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty, which overwhelmingly focus upon the power of testimonies. Testimonies are often confronting, and challenge people to re-examine their perceptions about poverty and dignity. A particularly poignant example occurred at the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty in 2005, when an ATD Fourth World delegate emphasised the dignity inherent in her work sorting recyclables from rubbish in a dump in her home town in Latin America. Because her work supported and enabled her children to go to school, she derived huge pride and dignity from it. Such testimony, I attest, has the potential to change perceptions and to prompt political will.
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iv. The power of testimony to prompt political will

Poverty persists because it is politically acceptable. Enough wealth exists in order for everyone’s basic human needs to be satisfied. The fact that the world’s governments have not even met their limited financial commitments in this area is testament to the lack of political will to end poverty. This continues irrespective of governments’ persistent rhetoric, which suggests otherwise. As a group that have limited political power and little voice the poor are, by definition, denied meaningful access to their civil and political rights, and therefore their economic and social rights. Whether they are, as I argued earlier, subsumed into other interest groups, dismissed as too preoccupied with survival to participate in the development of poverty eradication policy, or disregarded as being unable to understand the technical nature of the debate, they are usually absent, and easily ignored by the international political elite. I further argue that there is a persistent political facade that dominates the discourse at the UN. The systematic and genuine participation and testimony of people living in poverty at the United Nations has the potential to expose that facade and make the eradication of poverty a moral and political imperative.

The persistence of abject poverty in a world of abundance is an appalling injustice. Every 3 seconds, a child dies of a preventable poverty-related disease, and generation after generation grow up without any realistic hope of a more secure life than their parents’. The international community collectively spends more on arms than on poverty alleviation. Children do not die because their parents are lazy or because their parents do not care – they die because of an appalling and stark inequality in the world and the lack of political will to address it. International emergencies such as terrorist attacks, airplane crashes or earthquakes result in much soul searching and changes to ensure it never happens again. Action is immediately taken – political will is mobilised to prevent repeats. As a society we have constructed mourning, tragedy, the idea of what is terrible and what is acceptable. 206 We visit and leave flowers for people who died fighting wars generations ago. Yet we also allow our governments to make decisions about trade and ODA that keep millions in poverty and allow thousands of preventable deaths to occur daily. We have created a political smokescreen so we do not have to cope with such a traumatic reality.

I suggest that the persistence of poverty is an ongoing trauma, one as appalling as the loss of life experienced in the terror attacks of 9/11, the historical wars, the various genocides. But as it is ongoing and constant, it has ceased to be a catalyst for political action. The elites and decision makers are able to abstract it and separate it from their lives in the understanding that it is unlikely
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to personally touch them. Therefore the issue of poverty does not garner the political will and action it deserves proportionate to the body count. I believe that regular and meaningful participation of people living in poverty at the UN, and the sharing of their testimonies of the reality of their lives will result in increased political will, and action.

The issue of poverty is a political construct, one which has become acceptable to neglect as non-urgent. The poor are seen as non-threatening until they become an actual threat and need to be managed with force, a scenario the world witnessed (albeit from afar in many cases) during the food riots in 2009. Hossain argues that in Bangladesh, the perception of the poor as virtuous, and a weak threat, has led to a lack of prioritisation of action on poverty.

I suggest that the continuation of the poverty debate using abstract terms and political rhetoric would be severely challenged if the poor were to have a meaningful and regular place in the United Nations debate. Their regular presence at the UN has the potential to expose the reality behind the rhetoric. To use Zizek’s phrase, the reality of testimony would force the decision makers to visit ‘the desert of the real,’ finally piercing the facade that allows politicians to continue making decisions as if there is no urgency, no emergency, no disaster despite the millions of people that are dying needlessly because of inaction. To be confronted with the reality of testimony on a regular basis would render it impossible for them to harbour the illusion that ‘we the people’ have come together to advance the economic and social wellbeing of everyone. Instead, the social world, in its current form, is fundamentally unjust; economic growth is not the answer alone, people continue to starve, die and lose their children to preventable causes. The world is in fact, a ‘staged fake’ where those in affluent industrialised countries are able to avoid thinking about the living conditions of those who produce their cheap consumer goods and the probability that their governments’ inaction or action is condemning people to poverty in order to preserve the affluence of their own communities. As Žižek states: ‘The ultimate truth of the capitalist utilitarian despiritualised universe is the dematerialization of the “real life” itself, its reversal into a spectral show.’

Drawing on the terrorist attacks of 9/11 2001 in the USA, Zizek argues that the event was so shocking because the US had to recognise the reality of their place in the world, and were forced to encounter the ‘barbarian outside’. I suggest that the same has the potential to occur with the reality
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of extreme poverty. If decision makers are to be confronted on a regular basis with people living in poverty, they will find it no longer possible to live within a ‘staged fake.’

Once the powerful experience the humanity of the poor and the enormity of the numbers of their deaths, would memorials be built? In today’s society, memorials have taken on a huge importance - they play a significant role in the way trauma is incorporated into the narrative of societal history.\textsuperscript{212} There is always someone to visit them, to pay tribute to the victims of traumatic events. However, forgetting is also pivotal. In order for politics to continue, a linear political narrative must be accepted, and anything that does not fit into that narrative must be rejected or ignored.\textsuperscript{213} So in modern politics the poor are not recognised, not seen as having died for anything, because of anything. If we were to memorialise them, we would be forced to confront our own implication in their deaths, and to recognise that we had the power to condemn people to remain in poverty - the power to ‘make live and let die.’\textsuperscript{214} We have memorialised the historical poor – a memorial to those who died during the Irish famine stands in the UN gardens – but not the ongoing poverty that exists today. If we can’t find a reason (that doesn’t implicate us) and we can’t find someone else to blame – how can we erect memorials? How could we memorialise those who have died from poverty while we continue to enjoy affluence? I suggest that to do so would force us into the ‘desert of the real.’\textsuperscript{215}

To acknowledge the present suffering of poverty would force decision makers to confront their own involvement in such suffering. Schick cuts to the heart of the vulnerability that decision makers are confronted with when she summarises Edkins’ idea that

\textit{traumatic events signal the traumatic real that lies beneath the secure facade of contemporary politics, pointing to the violence that created and maintains the international state system and to its profound fragility. As a result, sovereign states have a vested interest in silencing the voices of those who have suffered.}\textsuperscript{216}
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Decision makers can easily dismiss such reality from inside the ‘staged fake’, simply by reiterating the importance of guarding against emotion and adhering to protocol, with such comments as

*an intergovernmental political forum such as us can only handle what can be handled.*

*Politics is the art of the possible. We organise our work, we focus it within rules of procedure, within a context, within systems with an insistence for human conviviality.*

*Good neighbourliness is ruled by law and rules of behaviour.*

This justification for the dismissal of testimonies or interventions from people with experience of poverty was to perceive them as akin to therapy sessions. As Finnemore and Sikkink note, ‘emotions can be politically dangerous and undesirable in politics; hate after all is affect too.’ However, the poor must be present – this facade must be broken down, and that can only be done if they lead the way.

v. **The poor must be leaders of their own liberation and reclaim their dignity**

In the absence of political will, it is imperative that the struggle against poverty must be lead by the poor themselves. Freire’s main concepts around liberation from oppression provide a further justification for the participation of people living in poverty at the highest level of politics - the United Nations. Certainly, seeing the poor through the lens of oppression is justified as they cannot be seen to be free – human rights in their totality have been denied to them, meaning they are unable to be full participants in society. Wresinski also notes that extreme poverty means they are unable to assume their rights and responsibilities, including the right to participate in society.

Freire argues that those who are not oppressed are unable to lead the struggle for freedom. The oppressed ‘must, from their stifled humanity, wage for both the struggle for a fuller humanity; the
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oppressor, who is himself dehumanized because he dehumanises others, is unable to lead this struggle.’ 221 Wresinski concurs, noting that the poor are actors in their own liberation but are rarely seen as such, because they hide from the oppressor. Arguing for a different way of looking at the poor, he suggests that the non-poor make dangerous assumptions about the capabilities of those living in poverty.

Those who think that human beings reduced to total poverty are apathetic and consequently don’t think, that they retreat into dependency or the simple struggle to survive day to day, make a serious mistake. They ignore the strategies of self defense that the poor create to escape the influence of those on whom they are dependent. They protect their own existence, which they carefully hide behind the “life” that they spread out like a curtain and “play” to create an illusion for the external observer. Finally, they ignore the desperate effort to reflect and explain of those who constantly ask themselves, “Just who am I, after all?” or who say, “They treat me like a dog, like a spineless coward, an idiot, a non-entity. . . . Am I really a spineless coward?” And there are those who through a painful effort of thinking constantly rise up from under their own personalities and those accusations which are so many monstrous identities heaped upon them by repeating to themselves, “But I am not a dog. I am not the idiot I am made out to be. I know things, but they will never understand.”222

Despouy also recognises the hidden realities of the efforts of the poor when he writes of the acts of solidarity that are evident within communities living in poverty.

These are gestures that define a willingness to fight, even when the fight materialises in small achievements, scarce successes and many defeats. But these successes – which may seem insignificant in light of those countless battles that are lost daily – state in their own way (and in the wordless language of those who most of the time have not even learned to use these words), the reality of a fight, or a silent and unseen struggle whose intensity and resilience allowed the very poor to face their condition each day and at each moment of their lives. Without an acknowledgement of the efforts of the poor and those who support them, it would be difficult to contribute to the liberation from poverty.223
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Until people living in poverty are given the opportunity to be leaders of their liberation, they will be unable to break free. If, as Freire argues, to liberate oneself from oppression is an act of love for the oppressor as it gives the oppressor back their humanity, surely the decision makers of the UN deserve the opportunity to benefit from such intervention? Why should they not be given the opportunity to see the poor as they are, to benefit from seeing their humanity, and thus be given a genuine opportunity to eradicate poverty?

I was involved intimately with the making of space for people living in poverty to speak at various events at the UN and can share anecdotally the immediate impacts of such opportunities for participation. A long-time member of International Movement ATD Fourth World, Miss Gemma Speaks, talking about her participation in many commemorations of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty at the UN, said ‘The first time you speak at the UN, a kind of dignity falls from the sky and that never leaves you.’ For her, the opportunity to speak at such an institution enhanced her dignity, in spite of her experience of poverty.

Other members of ATD Fourth World recounted similar experiences after a delegation, following two years of organising and advocacy, secured an appointment with the UNSG on the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty. I spent considerable time with one of the delegates, and she told of how she left a community of people behind to travel to New York, and how hard that was because her community needed her. She had to face the potential humiliation of having her visa refused and the fear of having tragedy strike her fragile family and community in her absence. During the meeting, she was able to put forward her hopes for efforts to eradicate poverty to involve the poor themselves, a point that was clearly listen to by the UNSG. After the meeting, when I asked her how she felt it went, she said ‘that wasn’t a waste of time’. What is most striking to me is that this woman, who lived in such a vulnerable situation, should recognise the value of her own time and life so much that she could consider meeting the UNSG potentially a waste of time. She did not travel to New York for the meeting in order to seek status; rather, she did it to make a contribution to the international efforts to fight poverty. She had something to give to the cause and she felt able to give it, despite the personal risks to herself.

---

224 One of the considerations of many countries when issuing visas is the ties of applicants to their home countries, in particular financial ties. For people living in poverty who have few assets and sometimes no formal employment, they are at higher risk of having their travel visas refused. This was often the case for delegates travelling to speak at the UN.
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Many of the people that I worked with who were living in poverty had a similar, genuine conviction that by speaking directly to those in power, they could make a difference – that they could actually create change and convince the powerful to act with urgency and in partnership with the poor. Freire’s words ring true when faced with the generosity of the poor who risk so much to give their testimony before the international political elite that act as their oppressors. This resonates for me when I think of my friend and colleague, who was willing to contribute her experience and her expertise to the fight against poverty. I argue that more of her peers should also be given that opportunity.
Conclusion

This thesis concludes that people living in poverty must have a regular space at the United Nations which values their indispensible experiences and perspectives. Only then can the discourse around the eradication of poverty be truly legitimate.

The United Nations is the main seat of the contemporary debate, the leader in the development of global policy, and the engine for driving the political will to eradicate poverty. I have argued that in spite of increasing rhetoric about the importance of participation, the poor are largely absent from the discussions at the UN. This in part results from the situating of such participation primarily at the local level, in contrast with other identity groups, who have fought hard for, and been granted, a space at the UN. I have argued that NGOs should support people who are living in poverty to speak for themselves and to take their rightful space in the debate in order to alter the discourse on poverty. In so doing they would be able to follow the footsteps of other identity groups such as women, people with disabilities, and indigenous peoples. Not only would this partially fulfil the human right to participation for this marginalised group, it has the potential to advance the global goal of poverty eradication.

The poor are either subsumed into other identity groups, or the NGO community is seen as their legitimate representatives, a situation which NGOs are on the whole content to maintain and reproduce. However, such representation presents serious problems, and these NGOs are made complicit in the continued marginalisation of those who they purport to represent. They do so by replacing them in the debates; through the frequent combination of charity and advocacy, which means that the poor are less likely to freely express their views to their NGO representatives; a lack of local political awareness such that local participation frequently reproduces the existing local power dynamics; and the absence of, and unwillingness to hear, the very poorest in such consultations. Furthermore, when the poor are able to express their opinions, NGOs are adept at adjusting these views in order to fit their advocacy goals, highlighting the problem with representation at high level debates.

The most influential advocacy NGOs are those that are centralised and professionally staffed, meaning that they are less likely to be close to those they represent. Furthermore, the common assumption that Southern NGOs are closer to the poor is not necessarily true. Some Southern NGOs tend to have more in common with the elite of the Global North than the poor of the Global South. This is particularly the case when the organisation has a hierarchical structure and its
representatives are professionals based in Northern centres. What is needed is a greater consideration of the organisational structure of NGOs rather than simply their regional origins. Membership based organisations of the poor tend to be more representative.

In the second section, I argued that the issue of poverty is in fact a global emergency, resulting in millions of needless deaths and ongoing, intergenerational suffering. However, in its treatment as an emergency by the UN through the use of statistics and biopower, the resulting abstraction and dehumanisation of the poor means it has escaped the urgent political action with which other emergencies are addressed. The debate around poverty is currently framed by the use of technical, economic-based language and procedural norms, both of which restrict the range of possible solutions as well as exclude people living in poverty from genuine participation. The decisions that are made at the international level are made within a political bubble, with procedure and formalities reproducing the exclusion of unmanageable emotion and realities of the lives of people living in poverty. By actively managing the debates and abstracting the issue, decision makers are able to separate themselves from the potentially devastating outcomes of their decisions. I argue that a regular, genuine presence of the poor at the United Nations has the potential to expose the reality and the fragility of the international political facade, forcing decision makers to recognise the humanity of people living in poverty and consider the true impacts of their action or inaction. I do not believe that the marginalisation of the poor is done maliciously; rather it results from a lack of understanding of the realities of the lives of the poor. This must be rectified, and participation of the poor has the potential to increase such understanding.

Although the UN elites have a vested interest in silencing the poor, they are already there. Already some NGOs have taken up the challenge to ensure that people living in poverty have a space at the United Nations. Through such events as the commemoration of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty and by meeting high level decision makers, the poor do claim their space, making an indelible impact on many who hear them speak. However, those who work to regularise and institutionalise such participation face a constant need to restate the argument and to recreate such spaces. The energy that is expended in this process, and the obvious push-back that is seen and felt by those who seek to participate, has the effect of further marginalising people living in poverty, telling them again that their voice counts for nothing and that their knowledge is not valid. To quote Freire, the poor are told that ‘they are good for nothing, know nothing, and are incapable of learning anything.’

The United Nations has an opportunity to demonstrate to the poor that their expertise
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and experiences are valued, and that they recognise them as the agents of change that they have always been. In so doing, they will also be spreading dignity to others – allowing the poor to reclaim their dignity and lead their own liberation. Such a move would also allow the elites to share in that dignity, to stop marginalising and dehumanising the poor, and to in turn, reclaim their own humanity.
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